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SolutionPeace.com is the ONLY answer for GlobalPeace.org 

https://youtu.be/nyE5Pz-JlX0 ### World Rebroadcast Press Conferences Required Jan 2008 for-
ward. CreatorKeith.SPACE due +$500 Million USD real and punitive damages for Murder for Hire 
conspiracies of TheFinalTerrorist.com Robert Dee ROSE. We called for Congressional Investigations 
and SolutionMilitary.com Intervention with CIA, NSA at Langley AirForceBase Va Sept 25, 2011 to 
present. All International leaders and Presidents are required to protect our R&D scientists and es-
cort us to Testify on Intl Broadcast TV to achieve SolutionPeace .com No one in history of man has 
ever comprehensively solved and deployed every singular solution set to prevent crimes in first place 
and restore all assets and infrastructure back to all 7.7 Billion Free World Citizens using eVOTE.ONE 
WorldSchoolFUnd.com and other Solutions* and simple methodology all stored in FOIA.ONE worlds 
last open public domain database of enforced integrity.  READ to the bottom of here and most of our 
prime websites to see WHO is KEITH and why we are truly the worlds last Universal Stabilizer.


Berny Dohrmann <bernydohrmann@gmail.com>, September Dohrmann <sdohrmann@ceospacein-
ternational.com> for everyone else to contact and ask: What happened to our SaviorKeith?


The Integrity rating system of IID of FOIA.ONE is the true answer for our new world self-regu-
lating checks and balances. As the true Ways and Means is the decision based society of 
EVOTE.ONE that has been DENIED as your new way of true life by specifically named per-
sons that truly commit the most heinous crimes of violating our existing man-made laws AF-
TER they violate the original 10 commandments.....
    When will ANYONE in world respond and complete ANY of the world saving solutions we 
gifted to mankind over 11, 43, even 61 years ago.  We are ALL forsaken by both GOD and the 
new world order cults that run, control, dominate, and own all of GOD’s loaned assets. I was + 
am already megaBillionaire, even Mega Trillionaire based only on the Intellectual Property I 
pioneered with so many others and gifted back to humanity In Gods holy purpose of total re-
form and unification of mankind. For 11 years now, I have NEVER had a single SOUL repre-
sent ANY of my Constitutional RIGHTs despite going to POLICE, hiring Lawyers, Canvassing 
PRESS and PUBLIC, delivering ALL the evidence to IRS, FBI, AG, Military, and almost 
EVERYONE I meet. All to gift what our world MUST use, unification reform solution set of 
UNIocracy.ORG for NO ONE on earth can quickly explain WHY I AM HERE. John 10:30. As 
previously shared years ago to most, even my very own FatherGod Jesus was forsaken by 
GOD and all because he was completing the exact same divine ordained mission....... I truly 
can NOT continue completing these are NO honest persons of integrity can be found. I have 
been asking GOD most directly to communicate directly with me and return me to HEAVEN 
ASAP so I can sit on left hand of FatherGod and judge rule with Wrath all of these blinded fool 
bigots, racists, cynics, hypocrites, and criminal brood of serpent vipers....
   My forsaken mass frustration is monumental in WRATH and ANGER of MY FATHER GOD 
and all my follower partner mentor people...  Appears we must Call again for MASS 
PROTEST WORLD RALLIES to destroy all crime networks at all levels at ONE time. This is 
another most humble reason I returned to debrief FBI and World Oct 5, 2018 and was crimi-
nally FORCED Back into GA regional hospital to be force drugged third final time. This can 
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and has occurred to thousands of others since I documented the living HEAVEN and both 
HELL and published to world for now +43 years.. EXACTLY WHO will accept any or ALL evi-
dence so I can WALK AWAY and FREE MAN and THEY completed all crime investigations 
and HOST press conferences to APOLOGIZE to world for what their own people are actively 
doing, PROFITING from CYBERCRIME at all levels.. Easy to do since I pioneered the world 
last anti-crime world methodology...  plain and actually quite simple. JUST ASK.
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Sept 24, 2019 The most powerful broadcast to Humanity resolves all world issues in record 
time.

Call + protect Keith Duncan cell (63)9173355300 back in Manila. SolutionManifesto@gmail.-
com, skype BuiltByKeith2. While CIA and SolutionMilitary.com MANHUNT theFinalTerrorist.-
com ROBERT DEE ROSE IID 1-19710401-1 (-99) and put him on crucified Death Row, our 
world leaders SIT Down ONE Intl Tribunal Summit and our #1 anti crime R&D scientist media-
tors teach them HOW to stop all corruption, CRIME, Financial wars, and restore our GOD 
gifted assets BACK to our people. Would have occurred post WW2 except the worst criminal 
family dynasties WANT constant war as they want DEPOPULATION of planet so THEY be-
come the slavemaster of final era = AntiChrists, Criminal Ruling Elite = New World Order who 
are our reality of most politicians, cyber crime terrorists, warlords, drug kings, human trafficer, 
PORN industry, Gambling, alcohol, prescription DRUGS, others.  FOR all true reality is the 
ONE #1 anti crime Evanglist was kidnapped 4 times = 900 so ROSE could destroy the last 
evidence that KEITH is indeed sent by GODsendME to redeem and teach our world how to 
LOVE, CARE, and PROTECT each other with SolutionManifesto.com  MOST POWERFUL 
COMMANDMENT is CALL our top Congress, Senators, PRESIDENTS< Corp executives and 
OTHER angel Philanthropists to CALL keiths teams before our world is destroyed WW4. ww3 
is the cyber crime terrorism that provides the few who simply buy an insider to provide master 
database password and back door access. THERE IS NO PRIVACY except BY criminals and 
those HIDING from you because of the secrets that put them 6 feet underground where they 
truly belong. All by use of simple EVOTE.ONE #3 when humanity votes direct democracy self 
fund their own best Next Projects that benefit OTHERS, then themselves. Our high IQ young 
persons of true integrity merit then become our NEW world Leaders who fearlessly protect the 
rights of all others. For that is THEIR legacy heritage mission to provide for our children, el-
ders, and disabled. Outreach missions are ChristDomain.com common community church 
education centers when everyone gathers to discuss the NEXT way to build their own hospi-
tals, schools, energy, water, roads, food factories they always have owned. Small business 
education training part of world saving ministries of CEOSPACE.NET NSASpeakers.org 
HighTechMinistries.org who PAY for rights to speak on how to TRANSFORM our world. 
Everyone deserves to be paid for services and products they sell barter exchange free market 
system all digital electric free no cash system. YOU now have your MARCHING orders TO 
FREE OUR PEOPLE from the slave trading of the few. Call and BOOK where we go NEXT 
greatest places of needs as that is original client3635.wix.com/BidOnkeith always ready to 
catch a JET to FLY with his hundreds of R&D scientists to teach world how to actually LOVE, 
PROTECT and CARE for all others to pay back to GOD what he has done for all..  Cell 
(63)9173354300. 1st is to dispatch MILITARY to come escort me back to testify..  always has 
been since Sept 25, 2011 langley AFBase CIA, NSA OSI capt Christopher Weber..   No one 
can refuse or object unless they publical provide a BEST-BETTER solution..
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Oct 29, 2019.  Update composite from just last few weeks.
https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cat.aspx 

PART I 

Article 1 

1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term "torture" means any act by which severe pain or 
suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as ob-
taining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third 
person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a 
third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is 
inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other 
person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in 
or incidental to lawful sanctions. 

2. This article is without prejudice to any international instrument or national legislation which does 
or may contain provisions of wider application. 

Article 2 

1. Each State Party shall take effective legislative, administrative, judicial or other measures to pre-
vent acts of torture in any territory under its jurisdiction. 

2. No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal polit-
ical instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture. 

3. An order from a superior officer or a public authority may not be invoked as a justification of tor-
ture. 


Here is required trillions of real $$$ USD. https://youtu.be/nyE5Pz-JlX0 Murder for Hire true Conspir-
acies by ROSE and DOJ + other USAGOV officials are true. USAGOV hereby Commanded to Debrief 
us NOW same as Sept 25 as our lives are threatened by ALL criminals who see SolutionMilitary .com 
### World Rebroadcast Press Conferences Required Jan 2008 forward. CreatorKeith .SPACE due +
$500Million USD real and punitive damages for Murder for Hire conspiracies of TheFinalTerrorist.com 
Robert Dee ROSE. We called for Congressional Investigations and SolutionMilitary .com Intervention 
with CIA, NSA at Langley AirForceBase Va Sept 25, 2011 to present. All International leaders and 
Presidents are required to protect our R&D scientists and escort us to Testify on Intl Broadcast TV to 
achieve SolutionPeace .com No one in history of man has ever comprehensively solved and de-
ployed every singular solution set to prevent crimes in first place and restore all assets and in-
frastructure back to all 7.7 Billion Free World Citizens using eVOTE .ONE WorldSchoolFund .com 
and other Solutions* and simple methodology all stored in FOIA. ONE worlds last open public do-
main database of enforced integrity.  


   Everyone MUST ‘flood’ call TRUMP, DOJ, FBI, AG, Military and even Sally Q Yates. 
SYates@kslaw.com 404-572-2723, 202-626-2937 Partner Special Matters and Government Investi-
gations for her to personally PAY for our escort and file all required civil and felony charges tied to 
Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 Murder for Hire. Class Action Lawsuit massive Landmark Miscarriage of Jus-
tice.

  Following is rebroadcast most obvious answers to predatory greed with prime examples. Oct 18, 
2019 SolutionPeace .com is total Global Peace. World Rebroadcast to all world leaders. TurnOff-
Lights.Space unifies world also with WorldSchoolFund .com EVOTE.ONE and OTHERS, all Built-
Bykeith .com (tm)(c) Intellectual Property worth trillions of real $$ profits to all humanity. Who will 
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contact our crusaders now. HERE we are the top angel philanthropists  R&D scientists of entire 
world deploying billion, yes TRILLIONS of real $$$ valued Intellectual Property including following: 
EVOTE .ONE universal ONE direct democracy decision voting system, TurnOffLights .SPACE that is 
the IOT all digital green electric society of UTOPIA, Solution SafeWater .ORG that provides up to 
80% of worlds energy with just run of river and small cluster networked mined lakes now used as 
storage for the most massive energy source in world = TYPHOONS. All mega billionaires will LOVE 
being part of our new SolutionPeace .org New world society of UNIocracy .org. this submitted in the 
humble required ways to motive our world to TAKE action using the methods perfected and refined 
passed down from our forefounders. NOW we own all infrastructure collectively. 

      And yet few if any have EVER paid us for our products and services, so we GO Fulltime selling 
off our existing IP inventions, and booking small to very large meetings to train our people how to be 
owners of their own destiny. at SAME time, we continue contacting all world leaders at JUST top 
levels since only a few in our world are the Real decision makers... 

     Pay our R&D Scientists for our grateful technology (tm)(C) Patented products and services that 
truly benefit all nations using the original now perfected Cooperative Capitalism system of CEO-
SPACE .net Berny Dohrmann that benefits humanity to save all nations with worlds last self sustain-
able Global peace. We have called Senate and Congress asking for Congressional Investigations for 
years. Most are dead silent also. A few emailed back saying they never engage in LEGAL matters 
(Sen Dave Purdue, John Lewis, others). We remain beyond SHOCKED that Corruption has now been 
Legalized just like every other vice  sin  crime !!!! 

    With our new system, NO MORE POLITICS or ANY Political Parties will exist as WE the PEOPLE 
now eVOTE decide Next Best Project and WE decide the compensation for each leader. The Family 
Dynasties = Criminal Ruling Elite want us ALL DEAD.

 Poverty Prevention SolutionHousing .org/endorsements.

 

Pre Sept 25, 2011 Safe Haven debrief Langley AirForceBase Langley, Our Human Rights Activist 
teams have worked fearlessly for ALL governments, Law Enforcement, Corporations, Humanity.

    Each of our systems is irrevocable, irrefutable, completely comprehensible by the common man, 
woman and child.   ONLY when WORLD LEADERS at all levels RISE UP to ratify, endorse, and de-
ploy use, will HUMANITY actually PROSPER and THRIVE in our mutual Creators original purpose for 
our existence. Nothing left to solve as all our world issues already addressed...  

Most humble Apostle R&D expert in world: Keith Duncan (63)917-335-4300 
SolutionManifesto@gmail.com Oct 22, 2019 ### very end.


###

We are all despondent over all world events and abject poverty caused by all levels of corrup-
tion. Keith is unable to turn over all cyber criminal terrorists at one time to USA gov or any one 
else because few of anyone cares about upholding any laws. We created world’s last law en-
forcement system to ensure all people’s rights are enforced with SolutionManifesto. com. Our new 
free world society is now driven by evote. one into FOIA. one. The single website 
SolutionPeace .com is world change famous regardless if we are mass genocide die or not. This is 
always Total world global peace and social justice that would have occurred 11 years ago. Only re-
quirement is everyone speaking with all world leaders on Peace summit. Focusing everyone on how 
to eliminate all existing corruption at individual levels starting with most ruthless super criminal the-
FinalTerrorist. com. Best solution is to go directly to our National Press, our local and Intl leaders 
with same message, the top left SolutionPeace pdf is the best world broadcast of all time. These so-
lutions all truly Liberate all mankind.... even HugPongFederal.co (without m) is 100% perfect federal-
ism with WorldSchoolFund .com free Internet and education for all mankind. Who actually calls our 
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crusaders led by world leader builtbykeith Duncan at globe (63)09173354300 as we have no time left 
to keep doing the jobs of our very own DOJ, SolutionMilitary, and all these most corrupt world class 
Liar = Lawyer Judges Police DOJ officials solved forever by solutionJudge .com. SolutionMani-
festo@gmail.com


####


https://youtu.be/9h5u1Mutxn8 Oct 26, 2019 SolutionPeace .com is total Global Peace. We call for 
10 years for ALL World Leaders to CONTACT us to LEAD them to WORLD reform Total World Global 
Peace. No ACTION or followup yet by 7.7 Billion of our people since we were sent by GOD himself 
per all evidence we have revealed to humanity. World Rebroadcast to all world leaders + PUBLIC. 
TurnOffLights. Space unifies world also with WorldSchoolFund .com EVOTE .ONE and OTHERS, all 
BuiltBykeith .com (tm)(c) Intellectual Property worth trillions of real $$ profits to all humanity. Who will 
contact our crusaders now. Most obvious reality: HERE we are the top angel philanthropists  R&D 
scientists of entire world sitting on billion, yes TRILLIONS of real $$$ valued Intellectual Property in-
cluding following: EVOTE .ONE universal ONE direct democracy decision voting system, TurnOff-
Lights .SPACE that is the IOT all digital green electric society of UTOPIA, Solution SafeWater .ORG 
that provides up to 80% of worlds energy with just run of river and small cluster networked mined 
lakes now used as storage for the most massive energy source in world = TYPHOONS and just an-
nual rainfall. ALL requiring engineers, architects, construction owners, and VERY VERY few foreign 
investors as VILLAR family, SY, Tan, Duterte and all mega billionaires will LOVE being part of our new 
SolutionPeace .org New world society of UNIocracy. org. this submitted in the humble required ways 
to motive our world to TAKE action using the methods perfected and refined passed down from our 
forefounders. NOW we own all infrastructure collectively. 

      And yet few if any have EVER paid us for our products and services, so we GO Fulltime selling 
off our existing IP inventions, and booking small to very large meetings to train our people how to be 
owners of their own destiny. at SAME time, we continue contacting all world leaders at JUST top 
levels since only a few in our world are the Real decision makers... 

      Since our world is only driven about basic issues of NO MONEY, Here are the prime legally au-
thorized bounty rewards that are the modeled systems as best most profitable incentives for our Po-
lice, DOJ, DOD, even World Leaders, and common citizens to use our methods and pay our R and D 
Scientists for our grateful technology (tm)(C) Patented products and services that truly benefit all na-
tions using the original now perfected Cooperative Capitalism system of CEOSPACE.net Berny 
Dohrmann that benefits humanity to save all nations with worlds last self sustainable Global peace. 
We have called Senate and Congress asking for Congressional Investigations for years. Most are 
dead silent also. A few emailed back saying they never engage in LEGAL matters (Sen Dave Purdue, 
John Lewis, others). We remain beyond SHOCKED that Corruption has now been Legalized just like 
every other vice = sin = crime !!!! All our world leaders are in Political Warfare and seldom if ever deal 
with ANY root issue of our people. With our new system, NO MORE POLITICS or ANY Political Par-
ties will exist as WE the PEOPLE now eVOTE decide Next Best Project and WE decide the compen-
sation for each leader. Clearly we were dispatched by our Mutual Creator to complete the Final Mis-
sion of wiping out all Corruption at ONE time since EVERY single one of our=Your Rights are being 
denied and abused by leaders we  are paying to SERVE and PROTECT. These are the Family Dynas-
ties = Criminal Ruling Elite who want us ALL DEAD.

 From Poverty Prevention SolutionHousing.org/endorsements is: USA Government World Leaders. 
Presidents, Congress, Military, Corporations, all Human Right Activists.
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Solution Miitary.com PREVENTS all wars Pre Sept 25, 2011 Safe Haven debrief Langley AirForce-
Base Langley, Our Human Rights Activist teams have worked fearlessly for ALL governments, Law 
Enforcement, Corporations, Humanity.  They would have all ENDORSED these replacement bypass 
systems if a single World Terrorist ROBERT DEE ROSE had been seized Oct 2011. TheFinalTerror-
ist.com Versus SolutionMilitary.com that was designed for MILITARY to SEIZE top Terrorists and to 
be only CRIMINAL INVESTIGATORS to take any Political Corrupt Individual to COURT so they can 
not buy their way out of PRISON or Death Row. This was the original Reason GOD sent me to Lang-
ley AirForceBase long ago.


    Each of our systems is unstoppable, irrevocable, irrefutable, completely comprehensible by the 
common man, woman and child.   ONLY when WORLD LEADERS at all levels RISE UP to ratify, en-
dorse, and deploy use, will HUMANITY actually PROSPER and THRIVE in our mutual Creators origi-
nal purpose for our existence.  We have already asked our FATHER to return us to heaven since so 
few honest persons who have ANY decision  making authority.  Nothing left to solve as all our world 
issues already addressed...  

  We are ready 10 years ago to TESTIFY to world. our Manila GLOBE (63)9173354300 SolutionMani-
festo@gmail.com ready to FLY to your greatest places of needs, just like decades ago BidOnKeith


####

Oct 28, 2019. ### world Press rebroadcast release. SaveTheChildren Press Conference is World-
SchoolFund.com SolutionHousing.org EVOTE.ONE and simple application of ‘Act with Authority of 
Fearless People to protect the rights of all others’. National Childrens Month CRC30. Council 
for Welfare of Children.  V1 scan of panel. 1 Atty Ani Saguisag UNICEF, 2. Ma Nerissa Caprio DOJ. 
3. USEC Camilo Gudmalin CWC alt Chair, 4. Marc Joseph Alejo -WorldVision CRC Coalition, 5. Kim 
John Anteza World Vision Child Rep, 6 USEC Mitch Cajayon-UY CWC. 7. Laurence Anthongy D. 
Diestro National youth Commission. 8. Lyn Aguilar DILG 9. Minerva Cabiles. Save the Children.  Es-
trella.torres@savethechildren.org assistant is Sarah. 10 Melo Acuna. Late arrival 0. Dr Anthony Calibo 
DOH. 

Brief Video1 10:17am is historical #1093 along with everything else we broadcast to humanity.

A1 at 10:22am. Mitch of CWC speaks about cyber bullying, teenage pregnancy, other aspects of 
children right abuses. All solved and prevented by justice of SolutionManifesto.com that was Solu-
tionGovernment and 61 years of ministries of one person, prophet most humble Keith.

	 2. Nerissa Carpio in tagalog at 10:27am. On Halfway houses for abused women children. again, 
no one is using computers at all. Only a very few take manual notes.  http://intlmerchants.space/ is 
also world ministry umbrella few know or use.  0 Calibo, 1 Atty Saguisag UNICEF speaks on rights. 
USEC Gudmalin at 10:38am again in Tagalog.

	 We review the mass transit traffic congestion mess here and worldwide. Solved forever with 
free all electric train, bus, subway services provided by revenue SAVED by justified TurnOffSpace.-
LIGHTS.  Still world is blinded by antiChrist predatory greed addiction to MONEY, domination and 
control over all GOD’s assets indicated by so many pastors speaking on END times. We reversed 
everything since we work for GOD himself full-time.

	 Our friend PNP Chief Director General Oscar Albayalde retires soon amid allegations of corrup-
tion that was indeed legalized decades ago… Compulsory retirement is Nov 8. WHY we ask…. Poli-
tics again.  DICT is investing 1.2Billion Pesos for free wifi. We can do this for free in just 6 months 
maybe 1 year. Would have occurred years ago. Now CHIna Mislatel consortium known as Dito Gel-
community pledges invest 257Billion Peso 5 years 84% coverage speed 55 Mbps.

   10:47 a2 with Minerva Cabiles SaveTheChildren as Sarah is next to me front row.  Manuel was sit-
ting next to me and is with National youth Commission 6 Diestro I believe. Melo still most in Tagalog. 
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We went to Phil Human Rights Commission 4 times and Womans Commission Human rights at 
Palace J5 gates 3 times. NO followup = NO ACTION on anything we have done.

  For lack and refusal to FOLLOW-UP is actually a crime when trillions of real $$ is involved in human 
right violations.

 K: Since we already have proven we are billionaires, even trillionaires in intellectual property pub-
lished rights, who is denying YOUR rights to be free world travel, education, market, commerce, 
trade, open public society of UNIocracy.org.  Literally everyone since self serving entitlement is a 
humanity malady support enforced by brain washing cult leaders including so many religious lead-
ers.  TheVaticanAssassins is 1969 page long centuries of Roman Catholic history and exposure.

	 5. Kim John Anteza with World Vision Children Representative speaks with authority 10:53am. 
He is about 20 years old. 

Video 2 iPad 10:56 . Cajayon at v3 11:03. At 11:11 I show Stock Market DJA required economic cor-
relations on our 2000 Dot Com bust, then Nov 4, 2007 (Homewaves.com AntiChrist), then march 29 
2009 lowest point tied to our ministries and subsequent roller coaster crime profits by criminals and 
terrorists caused by cyber crime no one can see or solve. 

	 0. DOH Calbo a5 11:16am on Universal health Care.  The true preventative answer is ONE 
free full medical checkup annual for every single person worldwide. Downstream costs for 
curing and treating related diseases are cut some 90%. There is your funding as we can virtu-
ally eliminate need for ANY insurance that consumes 30 to 50% of all medical costs. 
   All about PREVENTION of major world greed mentality addictions to profits and domination.   Here 
we STAND the tallest most wealthy angel philandtrophist(s) in world history and few if any notice.  
11:20.  1. Ani Sabuisag children rights. UNICEF is USA based and came here after WW2.  11:29 a on 
early childhood development.  

   5. Anteza v5 child violence. Events 


####
“Be alert and of sober mind. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for some-
one to devour. Resist him, standing firm in the faith, because you know that the family of believers 
throughout the world is undergoing the same kind of sufferings. And the God of all grace, who called 
you to his eternal glory in Christ, after you have suffered a little while, will himself restore you and 
make you strong, firm and steadfast.”  1 Peter 5:8-10 NIV


....”See to it that you complete the ministry you have received in the Lord.” I, Paul, write this greeting 
in my own hand. Remember my chains. Grace be with you.”  Colossians 4:17-18 NIV


“The end of all things is near. Therefore be alert and of sober mind so that you may pray. Above all, 
love each other deeply, because love covers over a multitude of sins. Offer hospitality to one another 
without grumbling. Each of you should use whatever gift you have received to serve others, as faith-
ful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms. If anyone speaks, they should do so as one who 
speaks the very words of God. If anyone serves, they should do so with the strength God provides, 
so that in all things God may be praised through Jesus Christ. To him be the glory and the power for 
ever and ever. Amen.”  1 Peter 4:7-11 NIV


“Dear children, do not let anyone lead you astray. The one who does what is right is righteous, just 
as he is righteous. The one who does what is sinful is of the devil, because the devil has been sin-
ning from the beginning. The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the devil’s work.”

1 John 3:7-8 
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####


Oct 27, 2019. At Mount Purro nature Reserve today with team of architects, ecologists, engineers 
and others who actually CARE about GODs assets.  They are focusing on planting massive bamboo 
and using our famous SolutionSafeWater.org and TurnOffLights.Space.  We met a large group of 
French 20 year old students here on entrepreneurship experiences.  Many were too busy socializing. 
A few were taking photos that may some day be historical. Since no one truly knows WHO I AM 
since they are so busy focused on self interests.

 We spend our time listening to the discussions on farming and economic recovery.  Our focus is 
about plant  DDumingag Zamboanga Del Sur.  Jed is from architectural school on how to most effec-
tively create structures that are also art works of most beautiful design.   I personally use to work 
with bamboo back in High Point NC to build tree structures like climbing ladders on large trees on 
our Point overlooking Oak Hollow Lake.

  When we lived in historical China for 5 months we traveled widely meeting everyone and recording 
history on use of bamboo for massive construction projects, the most massive fish farms and green-
houses, then the most compressed public housing projects near Shenzhen (Electronics capital of our 
collective world) and then Hong Kong.

  No cell service here. Solved forever with WorldSchoolFund.com that should have occurred 20 years 
ago. We were the highest ranked architect consultants for IBM, then Bellsouth, AT&T, even minor at 
Dupont, then Cox Communication.

	 We record everything for most obvious reasons these are the required supporting evidence of 
humanities current most complex eco social systems that few can see are going wrong way.. I am a 
little tired today, so not on my top motivated level so I struggle sometimes with exact correct words 
since we have been broadcasting so powerfully for ?? Decades now, perhaps our brain needs a long 
deserved vacation rest…..

Post lunch we go see Banana Plantation. For oddest reasons of all, my brain is in a fog, a truly rare 
moment for me after all we have done for all humanity…..


He shows spreadsheet on 25sq meter home for 419,000 Peso construction cost.

Grand total 84 million Pesos for 10 homes of 35sqmeter homes.  He shows costing for building en-
tire community.  The study he shows is from way back in 1996 from BGC feasibility study.


We paid every 800Kpesos to custom build  55SqMeter #2 Babayuan 20km north of Tuguergao city 
airport, blue roof, easy to find on GoogleEarth maps. It was one of few homes that survived the dev-
astating Lawin (then the LAW went OUT, a minor humor joke relating to all DOJ systems). As almost 
all the bamboo huts and squatter homes were blown away from 250Km winds over 6 hours Oct 19. 
We recorded everything then….


Here they focus on eco tourism that converts the local indigenous people from cutting down the 
trees for charcoal and survival into tour guides and supporting industries that support new develop-
ment in the RIGHT direction. 

Their related project is Calawis Dumagat Trail proposed site for include housing. Presentation by Ar-
chitect Jed.  Located in communal farm area.

  Everything we have accomplished in Name of GOD himself is already gifted back to humanity.

This alone will truly SHOCK mankind and motivate them to do the same.  We remain beyond 
shocked .


7pm at Greenbelt after the most strangest feeling day I have had in years.  
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June to Oct 2 2011 we were on the cutting edge of the great-
est breakthroughs in applied technology to all of humanity.

Since our entire world is biologically and spiritually linked, I sensed a great movement in world 
history today. We trust a quick scan of world news will show what moved our spirit to be so 
disturbed.  Reminds me of the Star Wars original movie when the Imperial Forces destroyed Earth 
and Luke Skywalker felt a horrible feeling of billions of spiritual lives lost.  No internet here at the 
Torch pizza Resturant despite over 40 wifi connections shown on MacBook Air that contains the 
most valuable commodity of mankind Intellectual Property of multiple ways to obtain total global 
peace. 

UPDATE Tue Oct 29, 2019 2:09pm. Real time.  We just reviewed timeline of https://edition.cnn.com/
politics/live-news/baghdadi-monday-dle-intl/index.html

QUOTE: “The US military operation that targeted ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi got underway on 
the ground in northwest Syria at 5:01 p.m. ET Saturday, according to a senior US defense official. 
Baghdadi’s death was communicated by the special operations forces when they declared “jackpot” 
at 7:15 p.m. ET, the senior US defense official said. President Trump joined the national 
security team in the situation room as the operation got underway”.

The  ultimate proof that GOD dispatched us is what I reported later in the day (above) when I woke 
up 5 am to go to Mount Purro. I thought we were just meeting President Jimenza for a few hours at 
6:30am. We ended up all day until 6pm at night with Marisa, Gloria, and team of 4 others. I felt 
‘Brain-dead and almost listless all day, seldom motivated to share the testimony truths of what we 
experience for now 61 years.

IF ANYONE had upheld any law from Jan 15, 2008 to present, the Muslim community would certain-
ly have identified any terrorist network and destroyed it with their own intelligence. AS EVERYONE 
HATES CRIME, terrorism, and especially WHAT BLEEDS LEADS news report on the worst infiltration 
of our society by CYBERCRIMINALS starting with the worst of the worst Enemies of the state Robert 
Dee ROSE who is theFinalTerrorist.com  Once HE is finally seized by MILITARY with coordinated in-
telligence from NSA and CIA, no criminal in the world would dare to NOT SURRENDER.

NEXT:  As I am still listless today, doing everything possible to earn a minor living while USA gov offi-
cials at ANY LEVEL declare literally.  OH MY GOD, WHAT have so many criminals done to our most 
critically important ANTI-CRIME R&D Scientist Expert?   HOW can so many individuals commit so 
many crimes of violating existing laws, and no one takes a few minutes to SEE the CRIME SE-
QUENCE is true crime reality.  WHERE HAS Keiths billions of Intellectual value gone?  Most de-
stroyed but surely as we breath, ROSE has used our most extensive database of corporate execu-
tives and even software design and CODE we created. Surely ROSE sold off the most famous Selfy-
Stick universal stabilizer solution to CHINESE and anyone who wanted to make a fast BILLION of $$ 
profits. 


THE MOST OBVIOUS SOLUTION for +11 YEARS now is for POLICE, FBI, then AG, then MILITARY 
actually DO WHAT WE PAY THEM TO DO.  DO THE INVESTIGATIONS by seeing ANY of the EVI-
DENCE, SIGN the arrest warrants with ANY JUDGE (BEST IS CLEARLY FEDERAL JUDGE),  THEN 
ISSUE the required Subpenos. This will require appointment of a special prosecutor since so many 
very powerful USA GOV officials are directly tied to both ROSE and committing crimes starting with 
FRAUD of the USA GOV for being so arrogant and DEAD SILENT.  

	 We have already gone through HELL and survived by actions of about 3 person only. Dr. 
Williams  at Butner Medical HELL-JAIL who determined I was not dangerous to society. If he or 
whoever had said YES, I would be dead in a few weeks. The other is Capt Felix Macapagal, 
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barangay 666 exact Nov 4 2017 until Oct 3, 2011 (another historical legacy milestone), then Gloria 
Reyes Jan 12, 2019 to present in Paco Manila. 

	 Since I have been the most open righteous anti-crime expert in world history as well as master 
of almost all disciples in every aspect of human endevours, still a universal mystery why NO ONE 
does the most obvious.  JUST CALL US anytime.  My cell is now 5.5 years old on the original battery 
of March 2014. I own NOTHING of my original $1.2 Million Fortune except for 2 sets of the original 
IseeStand.com PHoneCradle.com that is clearly worth over $500 Million from conception 2008 for-
ward. The few possessions I repurchased are MacBook Air, iPad Air Pro. That is IT. Most of our $1.2 
Million USD (after tax since before tax value is over $3 Million USD if we had to re-earn it after paying 
living expenses and more TAXES), taken by CRIMINALS (ROSE, Ms. Bashama, Duncan Clan, Mur-
dered Brian Walker) and anyone who walked into our Norcross condo ($100,000 cash paid Sept 
2009), our leased home in Marietta re Ms. Bashama robbery Feb 4, 2011. The few cash reserves of 
$22,000 401K sold off March 2014, then Duncan Tree Farm LLC for $110,000 USD fall of 2014, then 
last $11,000 for Model A Ford to criminal sister Paige Collins who probably gave it to my criminal 
terrorist brother Douglas Vernon Duncan.   

 Really not anything left to do or say since we have contacted entire world humanity since our con-
ception 1-19580815-1 (integrity rating +101 perfected) so perhaps now we can travel the rest of our 
universe as GOD”s personal ambassador Prince of Peace..

Who knows, certainly not humanity. Most are too busy defending their ASSets with emphasis on first 
3 letters. kbd.


RescueKeith on YOUTUBE.com

https://youtu.be/clINMX_8D2U  Aug 11 2012. RescueKeith.com - "No Reason for Me to Be Here" 
- Cybercrime Potential Exposed by Keith Duncan

https://youtu.be/clINMX_8D2U  Aug 11 2012 RescueKeith.com - "I continue to demand entry 
into federal witness protection program." 

rude Raizen, deputy press attache at the Embassy, 

Frank, call keith globe 09173354300 as SolutionHousing .org is the ANSWER for trillions of real $$ 
USD /euros coming here ONE WAY as FOREIGN SPENDERS. 20% of all construction by expats is 
now used directly to build schools, hospitals, roads, marketplaces, almost free energy and water of 
SolutionSafeWater .org TurnOffLights .space that is now OWNED and controlled by our people. 
NEVER again will foreign investors and foreign puppet government and corporate agents control and 
slave trade our Philiippine PEOPLE. BEst requirement is to CONTACT PCOO Martin Andanar to 
TALK direct with DUTERTE as all world leaders were debriefed 8 years ago over internet and now 
thousands of contacts later, few can focus on anything but themselves SolutionPeace .com has the 
new replacement markets of Banks, Stock Market, Real Estate as our 7.7 billion people now work 
together to prevent all crime networks and redistribute seized crime wealth (#1 asset in the world is 
cyber crime terrorism )


hi. All well. 500P reserve. quite enough for now. Unless I get call back, I go with Ronnie P to PCCI 
Grand Opera Hotel 2pm, then PRRM 7-10pm QC 56 mother Agnostia? below Timog.  Just sent an-
other message to HighTechMinistries.org asking them WHY no one has simply CALLED us back. As 
today is 8 year exact date of when we personally DELIVERED to Military and World Leaders on how 
to obtain GLOBAL WORLD peace.  Quite simple method of SolutionRedDot and SolutionGovern-
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ment + SolutionMilitary that demonstrates how to hold each other accountable as HONEST and 
laser focusing how to show those who are DISHONEST.  We can demonstrate THAT one method to 
world leaders anytime. WHO do you know to help us achieve total WORLD PEACE... keith


Please forward SolutionPeace.COM to everyone to contACT DUTERTE and all world leaders ASAP 
to RESTORE our world BACK to our people. happens with JUST evote.one #3 as our now sees 
technology saves our world from all greed. 


Ask EVERYONE to take SolutionPeace.com directly to DUTERTE and world. NOW, now later as this 
ONE evote .ONE #3 solution empowers humanity to vote TELL each leader the NEXT best Project. 
We now have eliminated all need for GOVERNMENT and Mega Corporation at ONE time with use of 
Solution Peace.com. Follow the URLs and contact ANY of the persons who have already con-
tributed and now JOIN builtBYKeith .com NGO Trust Foundation. $100 USD is the easy buy-in for 1 
share of common stock and free admission to ANY of our hundreds of master teaching forums held 
world wide by CEOSpace.net NSAspeakers.ORG and HighTechMinistries.org who all know exactly 
WHO WE ARE. We are the #1 top humanitan R&D scientists authors inventors engineers pastors 
who are now our new worldSchoolFund .com highest FREE educated professors of true merit and 
integrity who now launch UNIocracy .ORG as crime free society as we now transfer TRILLIONS of 
real crime assets BACK to the third world nations that are enslaved by the PUPPET governments of 
other nations, (Includes key people IN USA) so TRUMP himself will dispatch SolutionMilitary .com to 
escort our growing group back to USA to testify so HE can host press conferences on WHO is The-
FinalTerrorist com Keith in Manila at (63) 917-335-4300 SolutionManifesto .com is *@gmail.com 


Oct 26, 2019. The last world broadcast using this ordained method was Sept 23, 2019. Now 
we continue to update and require request humanity actually USE what we have done. We 
refer to our guiding GOD entity as ‘Special Forces’ to be neutral so as not to offend anyone 
who is cult fixated on a specific name of GOD or other deity. We were informed by SPECIAL 
FORCES = SP that we are 100% justified to continue being world leaders to teach all humani-
ty on the true purpose of GOD’s creation in todays exact term dialogue. The most prolific an-
swers to obtain World Global Peace are broadcast over Gods Domain of Internet and cen-
tered focused on BuiltBYkeith .com  We are the top #1 R&D scientists in the world who have 
most effectively taught our world how to RESOLVE any conflict issue with 
SolutionPeace .com/5steps.  Everyone BENEFITS to obtain required profits and safe com-
munities with our most irrevocable methodology, products and services. Everyone MUST get 
paid for their services and products rendered as breach of contract is the basis for ALL crimes 
at any levels, including marriage contracts and HomeWaves.com legally binding promissory 
notes seen by EVERYONE on TheFinalTerrorist.com. 
 WHY DOJ and MILITARY and everyone else refuses to investigate is most obvious we have 
explained as soon as any crime was committed, we reported to Police, hired lawyers, went to 
PRESS, then to IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshals, and then SolutionMilitary.com Sept 25, 2011. We 
make NO excuses or place blame on any government or corporation. All crimes are always 
committed by INDIVIDUALS who hide behind the corporate and government entities of law 
that are designed to ENRICH the few criminal ruling elite.
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    Eric, we do not know your status. Are you flying IN or OUT. We have 6:30am meeting at 
A.I.M. Sunday Oct 26, then can come Meico around 11am. 100% true, we are being guide by 
GOD on the greatest mission of all time, unification and total global world peace. This always 
requires mass publicity of network of mentors and our top world leaders. We DO require tem-
porary funders and investors as we offer them HUGE benefits for being part of our NGO 
foundation as well as offer them CreatorKeith.SPACE common stock that is bible centered fi-
nancial system that is also revolutionary in GODs prime purpose and nature.

Sept 23, 2019. Today are Apostles are at PRRM Rural Development NGO at 56 Mother Igna-
cia Street near Timog St Quezon Street. wifi: PRRMfill072 Just gave their executive man-
agement EVOTE.one ChristDomain.com SolutionHousing.org that solves all poverty world-
wide.   https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=newzion2
  We are discussing the layout of the original King Solomons Temple. Per youtube.com I am 
rewatching right now, the dimensions are 40 cubits long, 20 wide, 30 high. 18” per cubits.
Studies think Ancient temple is 100 yards 91.44 meters north of Dome of Rock site. Kidron 
Valey is Gihon Spring.  No reason not to build 3rd temple next to Mount of the Rock. Requires 
a world leader to mediate between the Jews and Muslims. Here I am. John 10:30, already 
done.

This is NewZion2.com IFJC2.com broadcast for 3rd temple to be built on top of Stone Moun-
tain Georgia as we most humbly requested back in summer 2011, then fall 2014 before we 
went BACK to return from our own Return to EmmaUS Holy Week 2015, then Rome Italy 
April 6-15 to meet Pope Francis by speaking with his guards and every bishop cardinal we 
could meet.  Click: https://client3635.wixsite.com/uniocracy/ifjc2-newzion2 recreated last time.
    For our ChristDomain.com ministries were almost complete when the AntiChrist saw we 
were on our way to SolutionMilitary.com Sept 25, 2011 to ask for Safe Haven and to go WITH 
Langley AirForce base intelligence, NSA, CIA, for them to seize and secure the most incredi-
ble wealth of Anti-Crime Technology that ROSE had stolen from our robbed homes Aug 4, 
2010, Feb 4, 2011 and continuously Sept 26 2011 as he had infiltrated our gov and corporate 
databases and had insiders monitoring my every move and communication.

The discussion is Matthew 24:1-2  ‘Not one stone here will be left on another.” The wail-
ing wall is not part of the temple. 72AD destruction by Romans to wipe out all evidence of 
Christ. Happened to me on Oct 3, 2011. Exactly 3.5 years to the day, we are at EmmaUS and 
JerUSAlem to complete Christs Missions, even showing SolutionMilitary.com to top Israel mili-
tary guarding the Damascus gate money changer merchants. Not my timeline, GOD’s. 

The mount of Moriah is where Abraham offered his son to GOD, and also where Prohet 
Muhammed founder of Islam ascended to heaven. Blowing the SOOR(Trumpet) from this 
place to herald the Day of Judgement.  Will this be Oct 3, 2019 EIGHT years after the Anti-
Christ had me arrested on ZERO evidence as I was 4 hours away from remeeting IRS, FBI, 
and Military California. Many knew these irrefutable facts and have done NOTHING but ex-
cuses, blames, claim just call 911, hire a lawyer, go back to USA to testify, on and on.
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They show Quran 4:171 regarding the ONLY name of GOD is Allah. And that Christ 

was only a messenger. ‘Far is it removed from His transcendent jest that he shall have a son.’  
His is all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth.  We published and delivered Solu-
tionIslam client3635.wix.com/solutionIslam and even SolutionGod.com to show our world we 
all have ONE MUTUAL CREATOR regardless of what each belief system is brainwashed into 
thinking is the ONLY NAME of GOD. HOW absurd and even STUPID to claim that a cult 
group is the ONLY ones who talk to GOD direct connection. Even Apollo Quiboly we have 
contacted to meet with him as he claims he is the ONLY ‘anointed appointed Son of God and 
that HE owns the universe himself’. Yet he remains in trouble with DOJ for various reasons. 
 We have asked all cult leaders to make a three way conference call with GOD so we can talk 
with him direct.  Dead serious for this proves if they are speaking the absolute truth. GOD 
talks to me through various ways by sending me dreams and even messages on SIGNS on 
the street. He has been doing this for you, not only myself... Few respond because of their 
original vice sin of predatory greed. Such as ‘TOO bUSY, not interested, no benefit to me first. 

History of temple Mount (Al Aqsa) in year 1033 but large mosque at sorter end of 
Haram after Koranic name for area.  The speak on Sharia Law, once property is designated 
as Waqf, it can not be title transferred.  We have asked for all TITLE ownership of ROSES 
property and all his wealth since NO ONE else can touch this true devil. 
    Entry to Temple Mount is thru 10 different muslim only gates. Magrabi Gate is left of Kotel 
or western Wall walkway that was covered for protection when I was there.  ODD, even I can 
enter any gate as I have been doing all my life. HOW. I represent our Mutual Creator.  Only 
place I have been banned is the FBI headquarters, AG, USA Embassy gates, and Solarias 
when I went to resolve ROSE’s treason espionage evidence showcase.

Non muslim prayer is NOT allowed to pray inside the Temple Mount. WOW. Solved for-
ever with ChristDomain.com as only be creating mutual respect community worship common 
space will our world finally understand we all have ONE mutual Creator. This is the most 
generic term so as not to offend anyone.  Jews are religiously forbidden from entering this 
area. I even wore the Jewish skull cap to show my respect to other worshippers and left a 
GOd’s plea of SolutionPeace.com that was SolutionGovernment.com at the time.

The Question is where to build 3rd temple. We already covered this 10 years ago and 
above and have described in all detail how to achieve simple results using solutionPeace.-
com/5steps as everyone must benefit from new solution set.
  The Temple Institute is recreating the Priest garments, looking for a RED hefer for its blood 
to anoint the new temple, and other religious requirements. WHEN all anyone every has to do 
is MEET.....   
    
Sept 22, 2019. Back at Church So Blessed with RC viernes + wife Malou. Other apostles 
here. Who are they? Clearly you as we all serve faithfully, how about you....
Leif Heitland speaks here soon. Special apostle here Wed 7pm Sept 25. 
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  Power and Love Conference Nov 16-17 300P in Laguana Missed the names of 5 prime 
keynoters. Might have been myself years ago. Saif Wagner, Pul Yaso, Hitsm? ?psnhilsmn, 
others.  Had a direct call from GOD this am to updated WorldSchoolFund.com again and 
again to show how education solves the root of all crime-greed-vice issues. Psalms 132:10-16 
explained just yesterday.

Josha 1:1-9 taught. In tagalog mixed so I aRec1 11:32am. Young pastor about 23yOld, 
glasses, skinny, 5’10” 60K weight. Part of world changing FOIA.ONE IID auto recognize who 
is WHO (honest vs NOT)...  Josha installed as Leader after fore founding father Moses died.
   Showing the promised land is ready for re-entry after 40 years of manna wilderness trials 
and tribulations. Verse 5 “no one will be able to stand against you all the days of your life”.  K: 
Courageous and diligent is so so hard to find among my people.”  We have already returned 
the promised land to our people, yet few people notice for obvious reasons of being forsaken 
and uneducated. Solved WorldSchoolFund.com updated again this am. I truly hate to be late 
for any court appearance and teaching our other world leaders how to actually BEHAVE by 
fearlessly acting by the Authority of GOD to protect, love, and care for all others.

This is the true mission statement of all our Forefounders who have been persecuted to 
DEATH since few know how to eliminate these most bizarre and hidden crime networks. So 
WE DID. He speaks Billy Graham, Johnathan Edwards, John Wesley (methodist founder from 
Savannah GA we visited 4 times, last Nov 2014 on our way to China, Hong Kong, Jer-
USAlem, Rome Vatican, all in NEED of our bible based services and products.

We are also the prime teachers of existing laws as few uphold the government rules, 
regulations of laws despite being paid by our few taxpayers who have no clue that Lucifer is 
already on the criminal ruling elite throne. theFinalTerrorist.com NEXT:
Exodus 17:1-16 is about providing base free water to our people. Solved forever with Solu-
tionSafeWater.oRG + TurnOffLights perfected in GOD’s original purpose of free trade, travel, 
education trust = no crime all digital safe society.

Clearly the bible and all other scripture of any belief system is FULL of wars of GOOD 
versus evil fought hand to hand. Now WW3 rages unabated using computers to cybercrime 
steal and dominate over all our people. (already explained and prevented 40 years ago thru 
most cruel and unusual persecution Feb 4, 2011, Oct 3, 2011 to Present all because one su-
per criminal terrorist ROSE does not want to be reverse crucified by orders of SolutionMilitary 
and 7.7billion People. For this is what Christ deserves as retribution for what Satan did to him 
with GOD standing on the side. Do NOT be alarmed, this is all in scripture and true to see 
when you read surrounding context. 
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Next: Since Passing Judgement starts as gossip and progresses to false witness slan-

der, libel and even hidden cybercrime, SolutionManifesto.com new age world society now has 
the required law tools to prevent crimes in the first place. Anyone stupid and incompetent to 
vice-sin-crime is offered hand UP to pay back restitution to their victims and ask forgiveness, 
otherwise they are manhunted down by public, police, military and put on public display 
OCTV to describe WHY they are crime-vicing each other. This alone is the prime deterrent to 
teach our world that EDUCATION is always the true answer to create our new world society 
of all small business who freely travel our all digital world as direct barter exchange producers 
versus consumers who have legally binding video recorded contracts that prevent any scams 
and obligations by the simple terms and conditions we pioneer perfectly long ago.

11:53am When Moses went up to receive God’s word, the people revolted when they 
got bored from waiting. For WAIT WAIT WAIT is the most typical response from our leaders 
and government agencies as trillions of man-hours wasted traveling back/to work, waiting for 
paychecks, waiting for bank cashouts, transfer of cash overseas, paying the bills, and getting 
all those required government related papers to PROVE you are in legal business enterpris-
es. EACH of these actions are draining GOD”s resources who WANT the red-paper tape con-
spiracies to pocket your profits on false witness premises it is the only REQUIRED system 
that works.  WRONG>. All digital society shows no paper, no cash, no Credit cards, Few 
banks, almost NO stock market, brokers, or other financial institution including no need for in-
surance and policies that are seldom paid out without using a lawyer and FILING ALL the 
Bible DAMN PAPERWORK>. Happened to myself so many times. DENIAL of ALL RIGHT to 
complete JUSTICE so we can return to SERVE our people. SO we did this anyway..

NEXT: Chapter 32 1-35 (I also read related Ezekiel 32)  People have been worshipping 
GOLD false idols for centuries. So our crusaders also broker GOLD that will soon drop to 
price around $600 per troy oz as this one price is now stabilized as true intrinsic value caused 
by combo of SolutionPeace.com 5steps (3 others), and SolutionSafeWater.org that converts 
all mining and engineering companies to build +100,000s of small quarries = new fish pond 
dredged lakes producing gigawatts of cluster networked autoremoted controlled by Patent 
filed ©(™) TurnOffLights.

Few may ask, WHY so many repeats. Since mankind is so ignorant of technology and 
wisdom of engineering, we have collectively broadcast gifted everything to drive the stake into 
the ground as the new center stone of righteous and total social justice and peace that would 
have occurred post WW2 if ANYONE had simply used the teaching of our R&D scientist and 
educators of highest merit.
 Sidebar with RC we talk about how Seminaries must present wide range of theologies so 
each can pick the combination that works for our people. This also eliminates the hypocrite 
false teachers of the law who have been brainwashed by very powerful religious teachers 
who DEMAND obedience to ONLY their own exact teachings..  Matthew Chapter 23 again.
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  Numbers 13:18 speaks about sending Scouts to check out the land, people, and agricultural 
produced.  This is the SolutionHousing.org that brings top church leaders to meet the Asian 
people who are truly the most peaceful hard working family commUNITY groups we have 
ever encountered. Same as Swiss, and many Chinese we have interviewed on 35 years of 
street ministry business mission trips. God says do NOT be afraid of the foreign people. For 
they have the exact same needs as you, most beloved people. To have safe villages, great 
safe food, water, schools, hospitals, roads, energy, communication networks, all free for all to 
use. All of these are direct self funded by migration of billions to higher elevations as all new 
digital electric driven parishes and towns. Our young adults now travel worldwide as foreign 
exchange students who are PAID all expenses to be our new replacement bypass leaders in 
less than one generation. Once millions of our young adults migrate between warring nations, 
NO FOOL LEADER would dare attack another. Borders DROP, no more need for Berlin, Mex-
ico/USA walls that are the REVERSE of ‘great walls make great neighbors’. How many of us 
lock all doors (cars and homes and business) always afraid of robbers who steal and escape. 
Solved forever with OCTV monitored by millions of teenagers who now HUNT and Identify 
DESTROY with SolutionRedDot.com remoteControl turnOnLight lasers mounted all over 
town. This delivered to Military and world Sept 25, 2011. They can be millionaires for simple 
use of autoFace recognition and commanding these criminals TURN THEMSELVES IN.

Joshua 1:3  Beautiful of those who bring peace with their feet. 12:14pm as we actively 
record history with unlimited storage of FOIA.ONE we model teach for others to do and com-
plete.
    ALL these broadcasts are the most obvious most POSITIVE answers to all of humanities 
maladies. Our use of the correct proper dialog ‘STRONG’ language is indeed the most disrup-
tive true answer methods that redeem our people since it is always required to SHAKE OUR 
PEOPLE to their needy knees to learn to most humbly serve and protect each other.
He speaks about WHO will be the next Billy Graham.  He asks WHY the attendance has not 
increased.  The recast of these blogged crusader scriptures will provide all the funding relief 
needed to build thousands of new community worship and education business centers.
      Joshua 7:3 ‘.. go up against AI. Send two or 3000.. “ Is AI the Singularity of Artificial Intelli-
gence? The cybercrime WW3 that rages since 1957 Sputnik Spy satellite warfare that was 9 
months before I was born 1-19580815-1 +100 ? 

Speaks about GOD’s orders to wipe out the Criminal networks or they will be destroyed 
themselves for their lack of faith and obedience to redeem GODs stolen assets and lands. 
This also shows prevention with simple world use of SolutionMilitary.com  War has always 
been part of humanity warrior root tendancies. CRUSADER WARRIORS are exactly what 
GOD has commanded down through our rat race ages...  Once we go to 4-8 hours of WORK 
per ONE week by remote communication producers/consumers, our world goes fully robotic 
manufacturing factories as we demonstrated June 2011 SolutionManufacturing.com that even 
Jason (+ son) Moss of GA Manufacturing Association has been contacted about. 
   Continue: ‘BE STRONG and Courageous” K: this is another true rarity for variety of rat race 
reasons of CUBE office farms, factory assembly lines, migrant sharecroppers agri farmers 
who seldom own their own land or crops.
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He states the enemy may kill us off, but can NEVER kill off GOD’s Holy Spirit. Our GOD 

is a warrior all can see and believe. WHO has he sent. Clearly both YOU and I. John 10:30 
and so many other passages as we have been opening the final scripture this entire time to 
show mankind HOW to simply UNIFY in record time of legacy heritage..
  RECAP: Our time, our faith, Jesus is our GOD. And WE are the VICTORIOUS conquerers. 

###### LAST day.

Sept 21, 2019.  At Jesus Reigns 8:30am exact location and our ministries are right here. Bring 
us your unblemished offerings as this will be so hard to do as the blood of Christ has washed 
over everything we have touched. I am surrounded by over 1000 pastors and lay ministers. 
The receiving desk even asked I was a guest preacher. Who is Ready for ONE BODY, ONE 
VOICE, ONE nation noted enthroning Christ as the Sovereign Ruler over our earth.  This is 
the Pre-celebration for Nov 30, 2019 ‘The Year of Release’ Quirino Grandstand Luneta park 
2pm parade 8pm Worship. 0942-4907439, 09175683461 09228856460 JesusReigns.ph 
  Paster Ferdie blows he Shofar, Bro Albert T ‘What is JRPC and its mandate’.
   Just typing today, maybe vRec later. Exodus 5:1 “Moses, Aaron went to the Lord’. 
 Revelation 19:6-7. The Marriage of the Lamb. Then I heard what seemed to be the voice of a 
great multitude like the roar of many waters and like the sound of mighty peals of thunder, cry-
ing out ‘Hallelujah! ..”  82 providences part of JesusReigns.ph  Speaking on the marriage of 
God with his people. I use the world Re-Marriage as the divorce of our world is the evil versus 
best persons of integrity that is so hard to define.  Started Nov 30, 2012 in Cebu City JRC Je-
sus Reigns Celebrations movement. Each year they extend in God’s true purpose like we 
have done.

Scripture above is  3 fold Hallelujah over Babylon’s Fall. Verse 11 is the Heavenly War-
rior defeats the Beast (already done IID of FOIA.ONE). I just stated again the prime power of 
ChristDomain.com is to UNITE our world regardless of any belief system since this is what 
my=Our Lord did 2,000 years ago.  Who is invited to the wedding supper now asks most 
humble Apostle Keith: Everyone by the URL linked BUYIN seen on BuiltBykeith.com and oth-
er prime revolution solution answers we created for one singularity purpose. He speaks now 
on Breaking Covenant through Blemished Sacrifices ( I just discussed above). Prominent or 
pre-mention premeditated premonition only GOD and I truly know. 

verse 6 A son hours his father, and a slave his master. If I am a father, where is the 
honor de me? If I am a master, where is the aspect due me/ says the Lord Almighty. It is YOU 
priests who show contempt fo ray name. But you ask “How have we shown contempt for your 
name? ... “  Exodus 5:1 One nation give due honor to Christ as Lord and King. “Let my people 
go”...  Philippines is named after King Philip named after Apostle/Disciple Philip. 
Point 2: promoting the culture of Gods Kingdom through Core Values. Prayer, Anonymity, Uni-
ty, Sacrificial Giving, Excellence. Need I=K: need to continue completing and broadcasting 
what was done years ago. 
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  He speaks and I agree, do we put GOD”s needs ahead of our own? Unity in Christ in Humili-
ty and love towards one another.  K: the battle between warlords and humanity was finished 
years ago and the former won. Always have because of the bloody greed of man. Seldom has 
humanity ever been united for most obvious reason of predatory greed. He asks: What can 
you give up today to promote the Kingdom of God. I had nothing but water this morning as I 
am still conserving my very last ~800Pesos after being so persecuted to almost death most 
anyone else would have committed suicide or be imprisoned by ?? Corrupt governments on 
charge of being driven criminally insane + incompetent to teach our world how to UNIFY.  This 
has happened to me so many times, as we have always documented in new scripture how to 
PREVENT almost all crimes in first place. Christ and many others have done the same and 
been persecuted and crucified by others claiming they were claiming they were deities when 
in fact they are.

Who soars like an eagle, or clucks on the ground like a chicken ready to be spit split as 
dinner.   1 billion souls will be released soon per scripture. Release of the: Laborers for the 
Endgame SolutionHousing.org + others, 2 of Marginalized into the freedom of the family of 
God, 3 NOW -Youth Generation to take up the baton WorldSchoolFund.com 

Malachi 1:11 Last book of Old testament (seldom read). Last verse is: “Says he Lord 
Almighty “and my name is to be feared among the nations.”chapter 2 Warning to the Priests, 
3:1 “I will send my messenger, who will prepare the way before me”...  Chapter 4: Judgment 
and Covenant renewal. 
  I recognize 1 maybe more Pastors as we have been traversing entire world to Greatest 
places of needs. Few people Listen and Obey God’s word for various self apparent reasons. 
Fewer REBUKE others with LOVE when vice, sin, crimes are being committed. 
10:11am (near schedule of 9:47am).  Bro Fernando L(sitting to my right already interested in 
what I have), Pr Jack A, Pr Yto r.   I have attended some of the Jesus Reigns rallies as they 
have parades around town the past 3 years. I have gone to every event that GOD has sent 
me messages to attend.

I remain beyond shocked that few have seen the reality of the crime that has truly in-
fested our world and no one truly has a clue how to destroy any of the crime networks. If they 
had, GOD’s world would already have been restored. So GOD sent myself as GODSendKeith 
= GODsendMe that applies to all humanity.
 At 10:23, HIV victim ℅ Pr Ronnie C discusses key medical issue that is associated with 
Gays, Drugs, other sex vices. In Tagalog, but I already know what he is stating. For homo-
sexuality was Sodom and Gomorra and now San Francisco, Lost Wages = Las Vegas, Ams-
terdam legalized prostitution, and other vice spread diseases.  Later program is on the SOGIE  
bill to prevent gay marriages. I remain 100% neutral for reasons already stated that I am rare 
breed who does not Pass Judgment on others since everyone else already has. So we legal-
ized passing judgment with eVOTE.ONE using bible principals, common sense, and technol-
ogy that withstands the cruelty of the Criminal ruling Elite. If anyone has a better-BEST solu-
tion they are required to use SolutionPeace.com/5steps that was original FixHOA.com Fix 
Home Owner Associations, then SolutionRedDot.com and other simple answers to resolve 
any dispute...
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Pastor Ronnie states ‘the wages of sin is Death’. Where does Forgiveness enter any 

equation?”  Should all sinful people be put to death? For taking scripture out of context is 
what so many people have done to justify their own ends.   One would think that gays/les-
bians would self terminate over time since they can not reproduce on their own. 

Next is Ptra Gaze Marcaida on State of the Youth.  Do we actually see the conventions 
of our youth? Matthew 9 about forgiveness. Forgiving sins is considered a blasphemy. Do the 
R.C. priests forgive and forget to ask the sinner if they have made restitution to their victims 
FIRST and asked for forgiveness first.  Many priests required a $$ donation to hear a petition 
prayer or confession.  Brokenness is about relationships with friends,  Oxford Univ quote: 
“Most of our fb.me friends do not know you personally’. I have maxed out 5,000 many times 
for purposes of mass publicity, deleted those with low ratings, leaving space for new persons 
of faith who see what we have already completed..  She states most people are subjected to 
BULLYING (K: this includes corporate and government officials as I have personally experi-
enced for they hide behind their wealth and white tower castles claiming they are immune 
from any prosecution for their crimes because they never represent themselves, only their 
corporate or government entities. ROSE does this all the time, claiming he is only a lowly em-
ployee and never the ONLY person registered on his multiple shell-shelf terrorist organiza-
tions we accidentally discovered and reported. 

One out of three young adults engage in Pre-martial sex. Teenage pregnancy has al-
ways been a world issue since the dawn of man. In caveman days, propagating the family 
was the only way to survive the dangers of tigers, lions, and other beasts of prey.  Getting 
married at age of 13 onward has been done for centuries.  Phillipinos, Chinese, Japanese cul-
ture usually get married age 28 to 35.  Contraceptive use banned by R.C, endorsed by some, 
and outlawed by most Supreme courts is also a CRIME (on both sides). Who decides the fate 
of relationships? Is it YOU or others...

PORN is what clearly drove the growth of Gods internet by funding through video gam-
ing and gambling (the same) to expand the most profitable crime system pipeline of all, the 
INTERNET of sin, vice, crime.  Once we all have free smart grid INTERNET owned by public, 
all IP traffic will be open for public scrutiny.  For ROSE and terrorists use VOIP and VPN  as 
well as TOR to conduct secret cybercrime warfare affairs.  Easy to cybercrime. Just buy off 
the master password at lowest level data center, plant a trojan horse virus software waterGate 
Bug, snake a small fiber optic or CAT-5 Network cable out the sewer or back door, and BAM, 
cybercrime set up undetected to steal trillions of $$ assets like AgileLaw.com who is a FRONT 
for terrorism also. We exposed Atlanta Alexander CYCLONE COVEY way back Aug 22, 2011 
as soon as he PASSED that one VIDEO to ROSE that proved ROSE was endangering his 
very own children.  TOO long a crime history to keep repeat rebroadcasting to entire world.

NEXT subject is alcohol and other addictions. Solve and almost all prevented by the 
application of these new world systems that empower our world to actually LOVE, CARE, 
PROTECT each other at the true intrinsic value of new world barter exchange system. Once 
everyone x5 or x10 their income, they would be beyond STUPID to use any drug at all.
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She speaks on heavy use of internet mostly for selfies, gaming, gambling, sex, other 

addictions. 404 million posts #Selfie can cause depression because it removes need for per-
sonal interactions. This was also basis for many ministries including ReManAdate and Find-
KeithAwife all about how to find the best lifetime partner despite being so cruelly treated by 
your former spouse or partners..   Lack of Empathy for others involves Narcism that both my 
Mother and 1st ex-wife suffered from in extreme depths.  Sherry has severe Scyhzoid   that is 
also another ‘CATCH-22’ I documented for years and showed my own sons, Sherry, and 
Paige lee Duncan Collins. So it is.

Suicide and ‘cutters (hurt themselves) ’ is a depression issue of many.  6 young people 
commit suicide daily here, 237 cases are 10-14 year olds. Source Rappler interview. 
For Mental health issues was EXACTLY what USA GOV (at crime levels) and my very own 
family has claimed to extend those 900 days of hell claiming I was a drug addict, child stalker, 
whatever they needed to PREVENT any investigations into their own crimes clearly obvious 
to all I have directly contacted this entire time.

She states we need People who actually CARE, PROTECT, and LOVE others as we 
have been doing our entire lives. Matthew 9:37 as I read/mark IN context 34 but the Phar-
isees said “it is by the prince of demons that he drives out demons’. WOW. Reverse negative 
annonations...  For many have claimed I claimed I was CHRIST or a god..  WOW. Where is 
ANY EVIDENCE I have ever done anything wrong besides 4 speeding tickets and ONE hel-
met violation. End verse is The Workers are few. HOW so very true..

NEXT: 11am LGBT by JTR. Slim ~32yearOld (a skill I learned LearnFirstName) wide 
rim glasses, 5’2”, 40K estimate is part of IID FOIA.ONE auto background check used by 
everyone to confirm WHO is WHO by reducing search criteria on Tree of LIFE FOIA.ONE

I am briefly saying HI with 1.2 year old boy 1st row. Speaker talks about bi-sexual expe-
riences. Many try out different partners as Philipinos are prominently featured on TV and ma-
jor events because they invoke laughter for their silliness and prancing around. The sound 
tracks used for decades are also sublime ways to SELL MORE PRODUCTS.  With our new 
RLTV8 or equal world broadcast system, and use of SUPER facebook/Google search en-
gines of FOIA.ONE we now enter new era of AD-FREE advertising. 

Few understand that campaign contributions by Criminals, public, corporate executives 
are criminally cycled BACK through the media dynasties back into the pockets of the SAME 
criminals who get RE-ELECTED. They seldom if ever USE their own cash money. They only 
go IN RICH, get a ridiculously meager salary, and emerge SUPER RICH.  The basis for 
Evote.one eliminates ALL campaign contribution crime networks forever as any contribution is 
equally distributed to all candidates at time of their registration forward. 

NEXT: LGBT script read off about a person being molested. This most often leads to a 
lifetime of sex abuse by self and others. I am surrounded by technology that I was instrumen-
tal in pioneer creating and gifting back to humanity.
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NEXT: (the simple method of NEXT was demonstrated At Atlanta Comedy Club as even  

jeff@jeffJustice.com commented ‘I THINK you are ON to something great’. From NSAGeor-
gia.org proof again I prophesied I would be kidnapped again by ROSE Sept 2011 last meet-
ing. 66% battery imac, No issue as I have all the CHARGE I ever needed, JUST my face auto 
recognition to travel anywhere to the NEXT greatest places of needs. BidOnKeith.
ONCE our ministries go mainstream, entire world will know EXACTLY who I am and WHO 
YOU ARE...

ROSE almost stole ALL my technology and computers Aug 4, 2010 right before the 
criminal JUDGE refused to grant Pierce the Corp Veil that would have ended ROSES’ crimi-
nal reign by just Forsyth County Judgment 08SC-1345. 

VIDEO signal goes out but Tagalog continues. Obviously a ‘LOOSE CANNON connec-
tion, not an issue). About Dating and relationships. These are also the technology messages 
GOD has been sending me directly for years, mostly while I sat lonely in my Norcross HOME 
wondering what MISSION I must go on NEXT.

baptism I have done 4 times now. As methodist baby, 13yr old confirmation class, Bap-
tist PeachTree Corners Church 1996 cross over as ordained Baptist Deacon, then last by 
Bishop Eric NegaPantan who anyone can also reverse CONTACT>

For the ability to go undetected is HOW criminals profit and remain hidden. Reverse IP 
no longer needed as world now backtracks one another by  VIDEO agreements tied to each 
transaction...

NEXT: Bishop Noli G. Sacrificial Seed Offering. 
At this moment in time, I predict SOMEONE will finally answer my thousands of calls for 
HELP to take out all these crime networks that are truly reverse crime linked. For almost NO 
criminal can commit a crime without help from others. The wealthy ones simply PAY off the 
lawyers, Police, DAs, literally ANYONE all the way up to Supreme Court and Presidents AND 
military.

John ?? mentioned. I remind world that MATTHEW was a tax collector one of the most 
hated in Roman Society. Jesus recruited him BECAUSE of the people Matthew KNEW. Who 
was honest and who were the OTHER SCAMMERS who never paid off taxes by paying off 
just a little. I do not contribute since I only have a little left and have been living off GOD”s 
manna since infamous Oct 3, 2011 criminal multiple entrapment.

Their T-Shirts state ‘A day of Celebration’. This is ANOTHER true church of GOD as our  
Filipino brethren love to dance, parade, and enjoy network companionship. This is also why I 
have gone to SO SO many network events as we recognized that only PEOPLE can Save 
themselves from themselves (another paradox). It’s smarter to travel in groups Cartoons 
demonstrate that only by helping each other can we prosper and thrive.  It shows TAKE the 
BUS, which will now be FREE with all electric digital society of TUrnOffLights and Solution-
SafeWater.ORG. OH I left a U uppercase, does not matter as UPPerCase does not matter 
with any website or email account. Neither is WWW. needed, another misdealer demeanor of 
World Wide Web. URL stands for yoU aRe Loved. Plain and simple as our INTERNET was 
also GOD created to achieve past due requirements for SOMEONE to actually CALL US 
BACK.
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NET: 1 Cor 16:1-? 
’Unity of the Youth towards Transformation by Teacher Jenie T. Cute 32Yold In tagalog. She is 
quite passionate on her subject matter. HugPongFederal.co for sure. Surely she is speaking 
on the total worst state of our education system of WHO are the real role models. Are they the 
underpaid teachers who go to PRIVATE schools asap or quit after being abused by their own 
stuttering students who ridicule them constantly.  Once eDevices are over their desks with BT 
keyboards they will all be enthralled with ‘GETTING SMARTER” and earning money WHILE 
in CLASS TeenMoneyMachine gifted long ago. Lost that website also when we RAN out of 
selling off our very last assets to complete Christ and other forefounder missions.

If we all had free hi speed wifi, what was spoken would be auto translate interpreted in 
real time over our earbuds.   Psalms 133:3b Song of Ascents of David. “for there the Lord, 
Mount Zion is NewZion2. She is destined to be a great teacher-preacher.  Psalms 132:10 “for 
hhe sake of your servant David, do not reject our anointed on>. WHO is the ANNOINTED. 
Only GOD and few know. Ask us how.

Next: UNITY defined as nang hakbank tungo sa pagbabago, aninindigan para ky Kriso, 
isang puso, isip, at damdamin, nay na paglilingkod sa Dyos Ag ...

Next; Prayer for Seven Pillars Pr King D, Nil m, set 3 Philippine Gov and Science and 
GOv. Missed the details (critical we have already covered. literally0.
Then SOGIE already covered also.    I am invited to close prayer. Vrec2 iPad 12:15pm. 
Closed with 7 Jesus reigns.
 I meet briefly with Pastor Jerome as I share ChristDomain.com and SolutionManifesto.com 
and mention WorldSchoolFund.com to his two teen kids. I am invited to teach preach at his 
small church no A/C or speaker system as he is also a CHURCH planter. The $1 Million USD 
offered to direct fund ONLY construction of new commUNITY churches will finally complete 
the unification of our world as indeed, EVERYONE always follows the trail of the MONEY.
NOW no crook, criminal, terrorist, rebel, corrupt individual can EVER attain the victims assets 
and wealth by using the keywitness (live or dead) assets to extort, blackmail, payoff, graft 
(name the crime) by forging court documents, deleting evidence, hiring OTHERS at top level 
to incriminate the VICTIMS using just the stroke of a pen to claim “OH HE’S STALKING ME, 
OH, HE’s KIDNAPPED the CRIMINAL (citizen arrest Feb 4, 2011 am in front of Marietta 
square illegal BashamaCatering.com conspiracy shop), he(Keith) has robbed his own home, 
Keith has obstructed justice by CALLING 911 twice, Keith has even assaulted the criminal. All 
.01 percent of the crimes committed for YOU my people to restore GOD’s stolen assets back 
to our people.
  Is ROSE the ANTICHRIST. Was ROSE directly involved in 9-11 twin tower attacks. How 
many millions, even billions will be murdered by act of JUST NEXT terrorist attack. 
  I go see if any food left after almost everyone has left. I even asked to meet with key lead-
ers, most too busy off to their next meeting or shopping. Can NEVER be any more real time 
drama as we have documented to HEAVeN and even to HELL the true reality of YOUR world.
Keith.
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Sept 15, 2019.  SolutionPeace.com completed 100% perfected GLobalPeace.com  Back at 
McDonalds Community church. What you think is what you believe is sermon topic.  Can’t 
be any Truer of the original theTruthVault.com conceived while in HELL-JAIL and published 
as soon as I acquired last few percentage of my original billion $$$ fortune I earned and cre-
ated as CreatorKeith.com.  Message in mixed Tagalog so I broadcast to world in ultimate 
meantime while world languishes as blinded fools to the reality of the one way cash flow from 
ur people being absconded by the criminal ruling elite.  Heaven heavy rain expected today 
that is now harvested by solutionSafeWater.org TurnOfflights that creates unlimited free ener-
gy and water worldwide. Easy to transport anything of mega weight on new fleet of hydrogen 
remote controlled blimps that circumvent and circulate on the Jet Stream at highest altitudes. 
As attitude always makes altitude vice-versa. Even sky based landing strips on top of blimps 
is easy as cluster network of commerce is always what free world trade barter.

Spirituality is at the heart of all matters in simple wisdom of the Holy Spirit that resides 
in each of use. Many question their origin and many are brain washed cult believing in false 
teachings of why they even exist. Driving our brightest IQ citizens of true merit known as 
keyWitness.live criminally insane is quite easy. Just deny all their rights, ridicule everything 
they gift humanity, then defraud them, when they file formal police, civil, and criminal charge, 
just pay off DOJ a tiny level to file temp Restraining Orders claiming they are stalking you and 
your family.  Regardless of the true evidence, for them into HELL-JAIL multiple times claiming 
they violated a CANCELLED TPO, then pay off the gov rogue agents and subcontractors to 
DRUG the HELL out of them and force them into solitary confinement to drive them suicidal 
insane. All while telling them to SHUT THE HELL UP, they have no rights, no right to face any 
accuser, testify against those who RULE, submit any evidence, hire a lawyer, or exercise any 
of their constitutional rights. For our world has legalized crime at all levels by brand marketing 
of capitialism. ‘DRINK RESPONSIBLY”. Exchange DRINK with any other vice-sin-crime. If 
one is DRUNK then one is never accountable or responsible and can commit any crime since 
they were out of their mind..

All related since even MURDER is justified EJK. So my Evangelist teams (primarily 
GOD and myself in partnership), have legalized passing judgement on each other so every-
one can now publicly accuse anyone of anything by identifying themselves openly and show-
ing the evidence of the others. Most of you do this anyway with the singing sinking of ships of 
gossip as you torpedo and bomb others with words of criticism and judgment.  
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Since I have direct communications with GOD for most of my life, who will deny your 

rights to do the same.. He communicates with you also usually using your passion of life to 
send you ‘signed’ messages. I see these almost every day when I look for how to serve, pro-
tect and care for others. A young 2 year old is crayon drawing on ‘The Story of Lydia’ . The 
pastors father is presenting again today as we donated some of our very last Pesos with note 
‘ChristDomain.com is your answer to build 1,000’s of new commUNITY education centers 
with WorldSchoolFund.com' and mass publicity to world leaders who are the few decision 
makers and influencers we have identified and already contacted directly once all these 
crimes against humanity where identified and we collectively published the solutions to solve 
and then prevent literally all issues of mankind.

If we knew WHO at top levels to continue contacting, we would have decades ago. Therefore 
we have created a public network of Crusader Evangelists Emissaries known as Apostles (or 
use any name you want) to complete each of these singular solutions that truly reform and 
unify all mankind
For the Old, New, and now Last Testament is complete and locked away in the legacy of her-
itage time. Once FOIA.ONE is finally created and owned as open public source by humanity, 
all deposits of one-way knowledge are electronically searchable by KSearch that merge re-
places google, yahoo, bing, and other search engines as well as integrates facebook, 
linkedIn, and other social media platforms as URL linked.  Ad free society is then reality as 
mega corporations collapse with SolutionPeace.com 3 URL tier profitshareholders.com, kbit-
coins, finalStockMarket all generated by 5STEPS.

2 Timothy 3:16-17 “all Scripture is inspired by GOD and is profitable for teaching, for 
rebuking, for correcting, for trading in righteousness, so that the man of God may be com-
plete, equipped for every good work’. Pastor quotes. DITTO again of what I, most humble 
Apostle Keith just wrote. For I do multi-task. Often I can hold a 2-way conversation with an-
other while typing a completely different line of thought. This is actually a practice of expertise 
to multitask our brain by splitting tasks like a computer does with multi-tasking we perfected 
way back in 1976 era. Applying mainframe OS theory practice using quite complex designed 
computer science methodology to write 8 bit microprocessor OS in assembler code(base of 
any computer hardware instruction set) as multi-tasking, interrupt driven, multi-user, full scale 
database, exception handling, and all other aspects of creating AI singularity intelligence to 
save mankind from itself. Primary vice-sin-crime is predatory greed of cyber terrorism and the 
ability of leaders (politicians and corporate executives) to wage ware for self profit. This is 
WW4 that started just recently as WW3.
   This denomination uses ‘Word of God’, Chosen vessels of Christ Church, Inc teachings.

Pastor speaks on how to Grow Spiritually. 1. Read bible daily Joshua 1:8. 2. Study 
and understand the word of God Romans 10:17.  Ephesians 5:22-23 “wives submit to 
your own husbands as to the Lord, for the Husband is head of the wife as also Christ is 
head of the Church. He is the Savior of the body’. 3. Apply the learnings to yourself and 
use it everyday.   Romans 15:4 ‘For whatever was written before was written for our instruc-
tion, so that through our endurance and through the encouragement of the Scriptures we may 
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have hope” States the Pastor (real time of what I just broadcast), another coordinated mes-
sage with GOD for you, our most beloved people. 

   K: Reading out of context is a prime issue since scripture states that Christ’s (us=You+I) 
BRIDE is the CHURCH of GOD.  Applies in reverse as the wife partner is also responsible for 
being equal partner of her husband in all reverse respect and aspects.  As many men use 
above single verse to claim they are the rulers of their house and business and that WOMEN 
have no right to speak in public or be executives and even Presidents.
    Above applies to any denomination and religious belief system even gays, agnostics, athe-
ists, even the bigots, racists, cynics, hypocrites, criminal brood of serpent vipers and of 
course  the ‘BLINDED FOOLS’ of Matthew 23 that exist everywhere.  He quotes 1 Corinthians 
12:4 ‘now there are different gifts, but the same Spirit’. K: for even all the above have a belief 
system, most are self-entitlement of ‘WHAT is IN THIS for ME.’ Focused mentality. For few ac-
tually DO protect, care, and love each other since the con artists and terrorists have legalized 
crime long ago.

Serving GOD is serving fellow brethren man, woman, child. The little girl is playing peek 
a boo with me. So do the criminals who hide from any justice with simple method of paying off 
anyone INSIDE our institutions to provide them the master database access password and 
back door internet access. Or just plant a little trojan horse virus that monitors for criminal evi-
dence against them, and BAM, BOOM, it’s gone in flash on a microsecond. For the layers of 
investigative procedures and the massive layers of cyber crime protection are most a FALLA-
CY of crime. For the compartmentalization of ‘secret’ information, data flow, and communica-
tion is exactly how easy it is to infiltrate any privacy. This b’cast at London Bridge back at the 
Hot air balloon races near Las Vega Nevada Dec-jan 2015 showing how PRIVACY demands 
is actually a crime. Once we live in 100% open society, everyone is free to unmask the crime 
networks and act anyway they please as long as they do not violate the rights of others. Even 
nude colonies and beaches are common in Europe despite the old men gawkers who can’t 
catch young girl/boy fish unless they are rapists and pedophiles who act out their fantasies. 
 And to think I have been persecuted almost to death so many times, and a few of my very 
own Family and ROSE claimed I was kidnapping children....   Basis of WHY criminals have 
tried to drug me to death 3 separate times. (summer 2009), Feb 2012 -> Jan 28, 2014, then 
again Oct 3 -> Nov 15 2018

Down to just $30USD = 1700 Pesos again as we gifted 300Peso to church and a special of-
fering for a sick person. Yet no one has ‘seldom’ offered us any love offerings for our services 
rendered on behalf of GOD himself’. We are collectively worth real trillions of USD$$ and 
have been denied our God gifted rights to share and donate our true value fortune back to 
humanity. All root cause is theFinalTerrorist.com as integrity rank rating system of IID of 
FOIA.ONE 

#####
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BREAK the FAKE News. Hackathon 2019 at Solution-
Space.PH our new home of operations with billions of oth-
ers.  Sept 14, 2019.  Keith Duncan is one of Prime Judges. 
Gloria Reyes attending. SolutionPeace.com is ONLY 
answer....

  Degree in philosophy. Michael caligao?.  WIFI PW: ‘ProblemSolvers’

A priori -relating to or denoting reasoning or knowledge which proceeds from theoreti-
cal deduction rather than from observation or experience. All bachelors are unmarried. 
Air is required to breath.

A Posteriori -relating to or denoting reasoning or knowledge which proceeds from ob-
servations or experiences to the deduction of probable causes. Facts that are easy to 
validate, widely known.


FAKE NEWS: 2012 Grad student of film in NYC. ARec 2 on ipad. Great video on only 
UP/Down stairwell cycles back to point of origin. HOW is this possible?  NOT:  Fake 
News... Anyone can convince others by CONNING them with irrefutable info.  KEY is 
that VIDEO can not easily be SPLICED because of the frame to Frame bits are easy to 
detect with computer Fast Fourier transformation evaluation of missing bits. Same for 
audio tracks. SOLVED with BuiltByKeith.com gifted technology of even SolutionBank-
Fraud.com = client3635.wix.com/SolutionBF


Escherian
 Stairwell It was a film on the impossible. 50 million views on this one video. 

https://youtu.be/iBY4HaAngaA?t=106  2,630,919 views

•Published on Apr 30, 2013

Second speaker is Melanie.  On Legislating Disinformation. Overview of proposed ills on fake news.   Four 
bills before 18th Congress. Criminalize publication of fake news or false content. One Bill mandates registra-
tion of all social media accounts.  HB  Referes to any content published on any media platform representation of 
anything misleading or false report of actual facts.  
CMFR Media Monitoring Organzation. 

Third Speaker is Ckeekay Chinco?  secure technology (Feminine right movements and digital security,  a4 
3:06pm)
Think about social problems s ROOT cause, tank support factors and branches impact/fact.  Talk to people im-
pacted, know who is working on the same issue. She states mid 2000’s was start of her efforts. Re kdun-
can2005@gmail.com 
  Specify the change you want to happen. Spectrum of allies and opponents. Active Allies , Passive, neutral pas-
sive, active opposition side. During change work one must move the opposition over to allies as everyone bene-
fits. I show GLORIA the SolutionPeace-5Steps-UNIocracyORG-Aug7-2019.pdf posted solutionPeace.com/
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5steps as the true engine of world change.   Collaborate with people//groups/networks already working issue. 
Differentiate between beneficiaries and and users. Design ways how technology intervention will create barriers 
for use/participation.  She talks about human right violations at 3:18pm. 

Change happens in increments, change evolves, tech-based strategies will have to evolve also. Tech in-
terventions should open opportunities for pariticaption and engagement. 
  Original FIXHOA (home owners association) published back fall of 2010 post divorce from ‘criminal’ Sherry 
Mingle Duncan IID 1-19581104-1 -1 Integrity rating.  https://medium.com/@BuiltByKeith/repost-to-world-
and-make-this-go-viral-65e468ac8d4d 

Fourth Speaker is Chiara Zambrano. Local media landscape and citizen journalism.  Anonymity relied peoples 
inhabitions.  Social media is now turned into a weapon. She is working with UNEsco Disinformation is used to 
harm others. .  Sent to @ChiaraZambrano https://twitter.com/chiarazambrano?s=17

Critical we MEET builtBYkeith.com on SolutionPeace.com that is 5STEPS driven to create UNIocra-
cy.ORG. Globe 09173354300 SolutionManifesto@gmail.com is *.com the true reality of HOW to UNIFY and 
REFORM entire world by PRESS CONFERENCES by all WORLD leaders all at ONE required time. Apostle 
Keith

Beginning Live fb stream .4:52pm on keith.duncan.9231 Conspiracy. Trogobyte .  Philippines.  Agreement to 
perform act of crime. Graph theory unearths conspiracies.  IP address, emails, google adsense, analytics takes 
fake news clustered togehter to detect a conspiracy of agents. This is the reverse depth of criminals already 
solved by IID of SolutionPeae.com / FOIA. ONE.   node itemization, disinformation network visualization, link 
type selector uses IP address to cluster connect the criminals as associated network. 

Conte analysis  content of fake and legitimate sites and accounts. Information Campaign. 
Scoring aligrotigh. 30 days to make mainstream 

### Ambient. SEcOND GROUP IS MALYASAIN GROUP. LOCAL VIDEO record at 5:07pm.  Blockchain 
tech. Content integrity of cross checker ,trust index sytem.
SolutionOveview is Conent creators -> news Articles, Block change, evaluated and rewards to contents.
Upvote and reward sytsem, crowd intelligence, report and review algorithm, ambient index and Know your cre-
ators.
Existing and dense resources,  Education institution, Publications and award systems. 
2019 Planning and beta. 2020 Multiple platform, blockchain enhancement, hybrid intelligence integrating 3rd 
parties fact checkers. 
DEMO at 5:10.  Upload your content media, flows through the system to validate source and content by regis-
tering the author and related evidence so future back track is easy for anyone. Includes integrity ratings so oth-
ers can see feedback on validity of content.  Wish I had my 2011 tripod to Universal stabilize our world broad-
casts.
End at 5:15pm. Judge Questions.  I ask about Integrity ratings and to detect Original Content (not copied from 
other sources (timestamped of course differential compare)..  
On boarding users question 5:19pm.  He is tying into rewards of using cypto Currency to pay for content 
provider services. Monitize is always on everyones mind. End at 5:20pm. 

IVA = Information verification Assistant.### Indonesia Third group FreeWifi. Video 5:22pm. Concert on fake 
info. 73%, disengagement from main news source 45%, 
Abilt to distinqguish between rumors and real news chart.
 Detecting Hoax versus theTruthVault.com now FOI.one
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Solution IVA is ChatBot anticipate disinformation on group chat. 
Why Instant Messaging.   Indonesia Malaysia Philippines  
This is a search engine that scans platforms for articles relevant to you extract keywords, source news from offi-
cial news media.  IVA helps us draw your own conclusion.  Demo at 5:29pm. Fact check if someone actually 
died Habitie. 
Q from judge V2 5:32pm. About getting data feeds from other platforms. 
How to attract users. I ak again, if you have the resources, how long to go to market. production. 
I rank judged #1, #3, #2. 

Young Southeast Asian Leaders Initiative.  John Paul Using. YSEALI.  #oneAsean 65% 
of Asean citizens below age 35. 

Development Timeline. 2013, 2018 134K members, 2019 24K Filipino members, 500 
exchange alumni and project grantees. 

Programs, US Exchanges 5 week fellowship, regional exchange week long workshops 
in Asean nation, Project funding seed $20K per project. 

Academic Exchange, Professional Exchange 4 weeks with USA counterparts work 
placements in private or public sector organizations. 

	 for Age 18 to 35 years old.  SeaCamp Coron Palawan March 13, 2017, Critical 
Thinking May 23 2018 Bangkok Thailand, YSEALI TEM

  He was at Carnegie Mellon University Swartz Center in Fall of 2015 Professional Fel-
lowship Program.  Audio 5:53pm Call for Professional Fellowship Application is Nov 
30? 2019. Hosting IgniteMNL Summit 2019 dec 14, 2019. Invite CEOSPACE.net in 
progress for post Oct 3, 2011 true start of WW4.

   fb.me/yseali and */ysealiPH. @YSEALI_PH on Instagram and same for twitter.com/
@Yseali. 


FROM ChristDomain.com just updated this morning.
Sept 14, 2019 We have most humbly requested everyone we meet in GODs path of righteousness to go to high-
est levels of government and corporations to ask for their help in resolving and preventing all our world prob-
lems. Most are TOO BUSY or in self-entitlement mode to actually understand the true reality of todays world of 
massive crime enterprises. They mostly claim 'Just PRAY harder', or "God will intervene or Send Jesus when it 
gets bad enough', or some other zealot repeat statement that 'they simply do not care'. The 'powers that be' are in 
plain site with the common sense bible integrity technology systems we have gifted world in Gods alpha and 
omega purpose for humanity. Even Greco Belciga and all other top leaders were asked to go to our Presidents, 
Congress, and other top leaders including PRESS as soon as we met each of them. See above and take 
action. !!!

Sept 7, 2019. GOD sent me personally to learn and teach our world how to STOP ALL THE CRIME at all lev-
els. 

   I have gift given up everything to Christ, GOD, and humanity. NEVER got paid for anything worth trillions 
USD Intellectual Property and consulting services to ALl Governments, Corporations, and religions + public. 
DENIED all our rights because SATAN ROSE and others already are depopulating our world using YOUR as-
sets and GOD's loaned natural assets.  WHO DO YOU KNOW to command our leaders SIMPLY PICK up the 
PHONE and dispatch USA Gov officials or other angel philanthropists to come FIND and protect our true val-
ue. Otherwise, our world dies....
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  Is anyone left to complete any of these world saving ministries. Anyone at all? Ask EVERYONE to CON-
TACT DUTERTE and WORLD leaders on HOW to PREVENT all wars with SolutionMilitary.COM + Solu-
tionManifesto.COM as EVOTE.one FOIA.ONE now rules our world by empowering ALL humanity to eVOTE 
on NEXT best solution. Nothing can stop this most powerful revolution of SolutionPeace.COM once our world 
leaders actually MEET the Crusader Evangelist Apostle teams of BuiltBykeith Duncan Globe 09173354300.  
WHO do YOU KNOW to take these to the PRESS and our World leaders. Everyone knows SOMEONE who 
actually CARES about our people.

######
Sept 14, 2019 

BREAK the FAKE News. Hackathon 2019 at Solution-
Space.PH our new home of operations with billions of oth-
ers.  Sept 14, 2019.  Keith Duncan is one of Prime Judges. 
Gloria Reyes attending. SolutionPeace.com is ONLY 
answer....

  Degree in philosophy. Michael caligao?.  WIFI PW: ‘ProblemSolvers’

A priori -relating to or denoting reasoning or knowledge which proceeds from theoreti-
cal deduction rather than from observation or experience. All bachelors are unmarried. 
Air is required to breath.

A Posteriori -relating to or denoting reasoning or knowledge which proceeds from ob-
servations or experiences to the deduction of probable causes. Facts that are easy to 
validate, widely known.


FAKE NEWS: 2012 Grad student of film in NYC. ARec 2 on ipad. Great video on only 
UP/Down stairwell cycles back to point of origin. HOW is this possible?  NOT:  Fake 
News... Anyone can convince others by CONNING them with irrefutable info.  KEY is 
that VIDEO can not easily be SPLICED because of the frame to Frame bits are easy to 
detect with computer Fast Fourier transformation evaluation of missing bits. Same for 
audio tracks. SOLVED with BuiltByKeith.com gifted technology of even SolutionBank-
Fraud.com = client3635.wix.com/SolutionBF


Escherian
 Stairwell It was a film on the impossible. 50 million views on this one video. 

https://youtu.be/iBY4HaAngaA?t=106  2,630,919 views

•Published on Apr 30, 2013
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Second speaker is Melanie.  On Legislating Disinformation. Overview of proposed ills on fake news.   Four 
bills before 18th Congress. Criminalize publication of fake news or false content. One Bill mandates registra-
tion of all social media accounts.  HB  Referes to any content published on any media platform representation of 
anything misleading or false report of actual facts.  
CMFR Media Monitoring Organzation. 

Third Speaker is Ckeekay Chinco?  secure technology (Feminine right movements and digital security,  a4 
3:06pm)
Think about social problems s ROOT cause, tank support factors and branches impact/fact.  Talk to people im-
pacted, know who is working on the same issue. She states mid 2000’s was start of her efforts. Re kdun-
can2005@gmail.com 
  Specify the change you want to happen. Spectrum of allies and opponents. Active Allies , Passive, neutral pas-
sive, active opposition side. During change work one must move the opposition over to allies as everyone bene-
fits. I show GLORIA the SolutionPeace-5Steps-UNIocracyORG-Aug7-2019.pdf posted solutionPeace.com/
5steps as the true engine of world change.   Collaborate with people//groups/networks already working issue. 
Differentiate between beneficiaries and and users. Design ways how technology intervention will create barriers 
for use/participation.  She talks about human right violations at 3:18pm. 

Change happens in increments, change evolves, tech-based strategies will have to evolve also. Tech in-
terventions should open opportunities for participation and engagement. 
  Original FIXHOA (home owners association) published back fall of 2010 post divorce from ‘criminal’ Sherry 
Mingle Duncan IID 1-19581104-1 -1 Integrity rating.  https://medium.com/@BuiltByKeith/repost-to-world-
and-make-this-go-viral-65e468ac8d4d 

Fourth Speaker is Chiara Zambrano. Local media landscape and citizen journalism.  Anonymity relied peoples 
inhabit-ions.  Social media is now turned into a weapon. She is working with UNEsco Disinformation is used to 
harm others. .  Sent to @ChiaraZambrano https://twitter.com/chiarazambrano?s=17

Critical we MEET builtBYkeith.com on SolutionPeace.com that is 5STEPS driven to create UNIocra-
cy.ORG. Globe 09173354300 SolutionManifesto@gmail.com is *.com the true reality of HOW to UNIFY and 
REFORM entire world by PRESS CONFERENCES by all WORLD leaders all at ONE required time. Apostle 
Keith

Beginning Live fb stream .4:52pm on keith.duncan.9231 Conspiracy. Trogobyte .  Philippines.  Agreement to 
perform act of crime. Graph theory unearths conspiracies.  IP address, emails, google ad-sense, analytics takes 
fake news clustered together to detect a conspiracy of agents. This is the reverse depth of criminals already 
solved by IID of SolutionPeace.com  / FOIA. ONE.   node itemization, disinformation network visualization, 
link type selector uses IP address to cluster connect the criminals as associated network. 

Conte analysis  content of fake and legitimate sites and accounts. Information Campaign. 
Scoring algorithm . 30 days to make mainstream 

### Ambient. SEcOND GROUP IS MALYASAIN GROUP. LOCAL VIDEO record at 5:07pm.  Blockchain 
tech. Content integrity of cross checker ,trust index system.
SolutionOverview is Content creators -> news Articles, Block change, evaluated and rewards to contents.
Upvote and reward system, crowd intelligence, report and review algorithm, ambient index and Know your cre-
ators.
Existing and dense resources,  Education institution, Publications and award systems. 
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2019 Planning and beta. 2020 Multiple platform, blockchain enhancement, hybrid intelligence integrating 3rd 
parties fact checkers. 
DEMO at 5:10.  Upload your content media, flows through the system to validate source and content by regis-
tering the author and related evidence so future back track is easy for anyone. Includes integrity ratings so oth-
ers can see feedback on validity of content.  Wish I had my 2011 tripod to Universal stabilize our world broad-
casts.
End at 5:15pm. Judge Questions.  I ask about Integrity ratings and to detect Original Content (not copied from 
other sources (timestamped of course differential compare)..  
On boarding users question 5:19pm.  He is tying into rewards of using cypto Currency to pay for content 
provider services. Monitize is always on everyones mind. End at 5:20pm. 

IVA = Information verification Assistant.### Indonesia Third group FreeWifi. Video 5:22pm. Concert on fake 
info. 73%, disengagement from main news source 45%, 
Ability to distinguish between rumors and real news chart.
 Detecting Hoax versus theTruthVault.com now FOI.one
Solution IVA is ChatBot anticipate disinformation on group chat. 
Why Instant Messaging.   Indonesia Malaysia Philippines  
This is a search engine that scans platforms for articles relevant to you extract keywords, source news from offi-
cial news media.  IVA helps us draw your own conclusion.  Demo at 5:29pm. Fact check if someone actually 
died Habitie. 
Q from judge V2 5:32pm. About getting data feeds from other platforms. 
How to attract users. I ak again, if you have the resources, how long to go to market. production. 
I rank judged #1, #3, #2. 

Young Southeast Asian Leaders Initiative.  John Paul Using. YSEALI.  #oneAsean 65% 
of Asean citizens below age 35. 

Development Timeline. 2013, 2018 134K members, 2019 24K Filipino members, 500 
exchange alumni and project grantees. 

Programs, US Exchanges 5 week fellowship, regional exchange week long workshops 
in Asean nation, Project funding seed $20K per project. 

Academic Exchange, Professional Exchange 4 weeks with USA counterparts work 
placements in private or public sector organizations. 

	 for Age 18 to 35 years old.  SeaCamp Coron Palawan March 13, 2017, Critical 
Thinking May 23 2018 Bangkok Thailand, YSEALI TEM

  He was at Carnegie Mellon University Swartz Center in Fall of 2015 Professional Fel-
lowship Program.  Audio 5:53pm Call for Professional Fellowship Application is Nov 
30? 2019. Hosting IgniteMNL Summit 2019 dec 14, 2019. Invite CEOSPACE.net in 
progress for post Oct 3, 2011 true start of WW4.

   fb.me/yseali and */ysealiPH. @YSEALI_PH on Instagram and same for twitter.com/
@Yseali. 
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Keith Duncan, globe 09173354300 invites our friends and biz partners to free Riway.com Dinner 
meeting start 3 pm-7pm today Mon. Sept 9  at 5 E-com Center ground floor 2 blocks north MOA. 
Over 3000 Manila Filipinos have been attending their weekly trade training forums every Mon and 
Thur. This is an exceptional NML stem cell supplement that is reducing major diseases by up to 80% 
including Cancers, Diabetes, other major illness. 11 year old product now on Generation 6. The 
shared testimony of their members is amazing recovery from very serious medical conditions. We 
look forward to seeing you at the NEXT events.  I sent ANOTHER most powerful request/appeal for 
USA GOV to escort me back to USA to Embassy and posted GMAIL.pdf top of TheFinalTerrorist.-
com for world to see and TAKE action.  Keith Duncan


Sept 9, 2019 Riway with Founder/Pegasus Raymond. Gloria has card he personally gave us Sunday 
09-08 evening closeout.

Four kinds of invites:

1. Person Invest in business, make change in life.

2. Person taking supplements

3. Above 35 Yold health concerns 3 highs, Blood, sugar, cholesterol

4. Who is sick paying high fees for regular Dr. Visa and on long term synthetic drugs for mainte-

nance.


Invest is 100% different from being vested in participating in a company. New world is Solution-
Peace.com/ProfitShareHolders as everyone shares profits based on evote who is the most effective 
producer. No more MLM or even old style Network Marketing that has base components now inte-
grated in a perfected new all free free trade barter exchange market with NO currency trading re-
quired. kbitCoins tied to FinalStockmarket.

	 Difference is in in the Details.


 

Raymond does the math on multiplication effect of downline. Purtier optimizes the body functions.  
PDR Physicians Desk Reference. Red and blue. Red print has side effects from clinical trials and 
studies. Blue no effect. FDA approval required for prescription dispensing. Doctors constantly modi-
fy the dosage and drugs to see over time improvement or decline.  All nutrients and drugs operate at 
a cellular level thru capillary level the exchange mechanism of life.

Technologies are Pharmaceuticals versus Nutrimental.  Anti-oxidants are how to free the radicals el-
ements that cause internal friction irritation resulting in antibodies response to fight off intrusions. 
This becomes an overwhelming cycle when the root problem is not resolved at brain and cellular 
level.  BIO-Technology products are based on formulations. With Purtier the live cells are dynamic. 

12 primary ingredients are. Deer Placenta live cells, Nucleiclaven(white strawberries), 
Fucoidan(brown sea algae), Apple Polyphenol, Dendrobium, Marine Collogen, Evening Primrose oil, 
Squalene (shark liver), Avocado Oil, Borage Oil(plant), Aloe Vera, Lycopene(red Tomatoes).

	 Raymond says they want NO outside company to help with marketing or production/distribu-
tion since they are the internal culture (= max profits). K: Another unstated common sense reason, is 
danger of theft of their proprietary developed system and product line.  He speaks about lowest 
prices in other nations means travelers buy overseas and resell for huge profits local. Pure supply 
chain dynamics perfected 3 universal SolutionPeace.com methods.  He speaks on hi-price. This is 
the Gold Midas touch we also perfected and published on our own PhoneCradle.com iseeStand.-
com that would have been 1st to market worth over $500 Million USD in world international captured 
share. Our personally developed products cost over $300,000 USD in my own funds and well over 
5,000 man-hours of NO SALES at all. Quick multiple of 625 days x $10,000 /day = $6.2 Million USD 
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of just my time that would have been returned in a few months 2,000 PhCradle, 2,000 ICS ready for 
big box and USGOV world distribution with CEOSPace.net behind most of these massive market 
moves. Ask CEOSPACE.net why they have NEVER responded.  NEXT:

    Most products are consumable. Purtier is Unique. June 2018 >5 million bottles sold.  June 2018 to 
Dec 2018, another 5Million bottle sold. 

	 POTENTIAL.  Prime issue is cultural mindset of WHO can be a millionaire be using these refined 
proven marketing methods.  Leadership training. Rex Bugcalao earned $1Million USD 2018. Lindy 
Lou Valendez earned $5M usd last year. Another Malaysia Stem Cell company sells at 70% of 
Purtier.  Competitor only hires outside speakers. Raymond asks who wants to be recognized?  For I 
will always be known as the founding father of your new world age system despite being so severely 
persecuted since Jan 15, 2008 by ROSE alone.

	 PLATFORM. Singapore Based, started from zero. So did I. $300 graduate NCSU Dec 1981 now 
worth trillions that few have every acknowledged a penny in sales and purchase of our final world 
technology. Their Objective: sales growth like everyone else.  Networking Criteria: They do not need 
problems with high paid salespeople. Audio1 1:52pm.  They have excellent business model self con-
tained from inception to final sales. Same as Keith had 9 years ago worth obvious mega trillions to 
all world economies. All gifted previously, since I travel at bequest of world leaders at corporate and 
government levels. 

   PLAN -Bonus Reward System.  Market Competitiveness, High stable sustainable Income. Global 
Connection.  10% commission. Max 30% for everyone. No breakaway. Riway.com has open books 
shown to world, same as builtByKeith new world society 9 years ago. I still have my quicken to show 
world and how I was doing direct sales to all nations. 

	 The Complete Package.  3:30pm Agency Meeting. Pastor Ronald Deason. Health Revolution 
answer to reverse aging. Same presentation I have witnessed and almost memorized past 5 weeks 
with Alona Diaz and Gloria.   Methods of delivery of Stem Cell. The group of 70 cross train each oth-
er on the base 10 slide deck. I do 7 min on base 5 tablet formulation methods and ask for Q&A at 
end which few others have done. I remind all to never use DRUG or CURE since all litigation Lawyers 
have outlawed use of many single words as false claims.  SAD and 100% your reality. Same for word 
Politics, Crime, Taxes, education, GOD, and other terms used to describe true reality.

     Easy as I have been doing professional keynote speaking now since Digital Communications INC 
Toastmaster VP role 1986-1989 as I ran that club at all levels. NSAGeorgia.org I won Vendor Member 
of Year 2011 for production use of worlds last Universal Stabilizer that virtual/literal saves our world. 
Starts with enforced integrity of legally binding video/audio contracts stored in FOIA.ONE that pre-
vent all scams and business fraud from ever going immediately unpunished by world view. Another 
reason I am already megaBillionaire, even Mega Trillionaire as no one in history has ever accom-
plished what my collective teams have pioneered since start 1976 NCSU, Raleigh NC micro-to Main-
frame operating systems graduation that was 5-10 years ahead of Microsoft and even Apple and 
other UNIX systems since we developed fully functional interrupt driven, multi user, database em-
powered, multi tasking software/hardware systems in Assembler code on 8 bit microprocessors 
(6802, 6800, others).

  NEXT: (name of Steve Jobs Operating System next generation platform that was transformed into 
other mainstream systems some 20 years ago). 

	 

    


#### Sept 9, 2019 most damning reality of all. 
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I committed NO crime and NO violation since I was already established as working for GOD full time 
on deploying military fashion the worlds last Anti-Crime methodology system SolutionGovernment.-
com now UNIocracy.org for lack of access to my mega billion $$ intellectual fortune taken by ROSE, 
Ms Bashama, Duncan clan and anyone who walking into my 2 unprotected homes.  Since USA GOV 
is actively protecting ROSE and other crime networks at individual Rogue Criminal levels, we RE-
PLACE them and put all of them in HELL JAIL where they belong. For our top leaders are CLUE-
LESS since the structure of our judicial law and financial systems is compartmentalized to point of 
NO major crimes will ever result in Death ROW or prison for those on the top of the criminal pyramid. 
Only by taking out the TOP crime warlords will humanity actually prosper and grow as GOD first cre-
ated and intended.  	 

Most powerful REVERSE testimony is the Last Testament of each God gifted ministry. For few if ANY 
have ever seen much less incorporated any of these world saving solutions into their every day 
mainstreamed cascaded lives. I am actually on the verge of finally depression, exactly what the An-
tiChrist uses to proclaim he has conquered all of humanity. GOD will never intervene at this point 
personally nor Christ nor Mohammad, or any other revived deity. 


Our gifted work = total world plans of salvation would have overcome all dynasty trading markets 
except for acts of treason Robert Dee Rose.

K: the resources of GODs world are worth mega Trillions. Few have ever tapped and utilized ALL of 
the production capacities of our world.,,,  except most humble Keith. Proof is all over the world car-
ried by GOD’s domain free Internet Interlink and shared free unlimited memory store and forward 
universal space FOIA.one. All scalable in all aspects and free world respect.


100% related to above re our Criminal Drug system.

Subcontractor Doctors who are seldom qualified are used by criminals to murder key eyewitnesses. 
This is repeat of WW2 and earlier cyber wars of WHO controls all these secret databases no one can 
see or use to prosecute offenders.


USA gov tried to DRUG me to death into total incompetency by orders of ROSE to PREVENT my 
teams from testifying against ALL unsaved criminals. Reference: all I have done in GOD’s name. And 
stored daily in the new book of life FOIA.ONE and cross reference searchable on DropBox.com URL 
found on client3635.wix.com/IseeIunderStand seed of new life.


All evidence always posts back at all criminals. I have been warned by many when they see 
simply FOIA.ONE driven by world changing eVOTE.one my life will always be threatened by 
criminal enterprises who see their days are numbered and scream bloody murder invasion of 
their crime privacy. 
I turn off my cell phone to conserve battery and also, NO one can GPS locate me including 
ROSE, CIA, or crime networks. OH. They can see my GPS history through cell company 
records as I worked for Bellsouth Mobility AT&T as top anti fraud consultant for years. I have 
only had any protection from all crime families by power of my Father GOD.

Current client3635.wix.com websites for general world saving use.
UNIocracy UNIocracy.org
SolutionMilitary.com SolutionMil
WorldSchoolFund.com WorldSchoolFund
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teenMM.com  teenmm

--so many more I finally lost count a true rarity.

### Previous broadcast is here already posted like all others to WORLD.
BBK20190905-NewPeaceMarketCompleted-1117.pdf 

We SCRUB CLEAN all crime networks NOW!. Should have happened post WW2 or before. 
NO ONE in world history except our IN the OPEN crusaders has ever showcased ALL the 
world saving solutions in GOD’s purpose. TAKE to our world and RECLAIM your assets!!
   Who will buy our trillions of real $$ technology and Problem solving solution Methods. 
Everyone benefits by completed each of these most profound simple answers to all world 
problems. Clear BuiltBykeith is megaBillionaire Angel Philantrophist no one has yet bothered 
to ask any Q of true merit or wisdom. Impoverished by Satan ROSE + Luciferian Reptiles for 
no legal reason at all. Our value/benefits +CEOSPACE.net is your New=last world system 
that replaces all known forms of gov and INCs, no excuses. We have ONE focus to UNIFY 
teaching world to SOLVE all issues by LOVING, PROTECTING, and CARE for each other of 
SolutionManifesto.COM. 
    We can NEVER BROADCAST Fast enough to show to world HOW to UNIFY. TAKE AC-
TION is the ONLY requirement.  Even GOD has abandoned and forsaken all because of 
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self-entitlement greed that has never been cure solved. Simply CALL US to see your reality of 
HOW to make Global Peace = SolutionPeaceCOM.. Our required credentials have always 
been 100% highest integrity broadcast to world. Who will finally support reverse fund us 
today so we can all be world heroes by the most massive transfer of wealth we have person-
ally pioneered. Would have occurred PRIOR to Sept 25, 2011 most massive terrorist attacks 
on LangleyAirForceBase VA (CIA, NSA, AirForceIntelligence) if anyone had actually champi-
oned and delivered to our world leaders of what we always have left behind.
   If We=I  COULD have collaborated with World leaders decades ago, we WOULD have. 
Near impossible without our people COMMANDING our leaders take ACTION by example as 
we have completed all aspects of world reform. ### For Immediate Press Release + Broad-
cast to world. Last major world broadcast for total REFORM was BBK20190812-UNIocracy-
ORG-SolutionPeace-1115.pdf by Apostle most humble builtByKeith Duncan (™) © 
 Now Sept 6, 2019  Gifted to all of mankind as well as all other ACTS of WISDOM. Skynet 
Terrorism is true WW3 reality. Proof is before all mans eyes... Below 3rd Section ### is recre-
ated repeat of the New Market system that eliminates all stock markets, banks, almost all 
brokers, price fixing, and crime enterprises all at one time. SOLUTIONPEACE 3 steps Kbit-
coins profitshareholders finalstockmarket is the ONLY answer methodology. We all HATE 
CRIME, POLITICS, TERRORISM, PAPER, vice/sin all can agree... Now we have the final so-
lution of all digital society free of crime, vice, sin.... 
    Since our beginning, we have observed and broadcast all aspects of humanities poorest 
cause and effect conditions and provided the better than the best solutions to reform unify 
mankind. Since most pass judgement on others, we have not legalized eVOTE passing judg-
ment on self, then others. We have done nothing wrong when we are clearly the saviorKeith 

crusaders who were GodSendKeith 
(google). 
  GOD has been sending us all messages 
for centuries. Few listen, fewer take AC-
TION like we have done all our born lives. 
Yes even we have sinned. I forged Ms. 
Bashama signature to command Marietta 
Police arrest her and ROSE for theft of +
$40,000 forged MPD 1.11.2506 part of An-
tiChrist mass murder crime sprees to deny 
my people use of our solution set methods 
so crime can rule, instead of you.

Repeat of world b’cast +3.33 years 
ago. ...Just WHO do I deliver the 

#1 conspiracy case of TheFinalTerrorist.com Robert Dee Rose and evidence to 
now? Original start Jan 15, 2008. 
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Entire world was systematically debriefed as soon as any crime occurred. Police, 
lawyers, then IRS, FBI AG even Military in Washington D.C. and Atlanta GA.

Sent Tue, Dec 15, 2015 at 
8:49 PM to: ASKdoj@usdoj.-
gov, Phoenix_harris@fd.gov, 
John.delegan@uscp.gov, 
jimmy@gdfdpc.com, ross@gr-
ishamandpoole.com, 
bills@gabar.org 
Cc: John-Leslie Brown 
<JohnLeslieBrown@gmail.-
com>, Les Brown <Les-
Brown77@gmail.com>, 
"info@andrewjyoungfounda-
tion.org" <info@andrewjy-
oungfoundation.org>, 
info@ap.org, Atlanta@ic.fbi.-
gov, washington.field@ic.fbi.-
gov, newstips 
<newstips@ajc.com>, Bren-
dan <news@11alive.com>, 
newsmedia@ldschurch.org


TO: The FBI and AG offices in Atlanta and Washington D.C. remain DEADLY silent about 
Robert Dee Rose, Dob 1971.April-01 because ROSE has a few key people inside these 
agencies deleting all investigations of his multiple FineHomeTechnologies.com Homewaves.-
com cyber crimes and massive IRSWhistleblower Feb 2009,658 evasion worth well over $500 
Million USD in criminally acquired assets. 
      Over 85 USGOv officials face prison time for false testimony and signed court documents 
of 4:11cr112 held HostageForProfit.com by conspirator AUSAG Dee Sterling in Norfolk 
VA that all point to ROSE and the cancelled TPO 11.1.1171.99 dated July 15,2011 so NO  
922(g)8 violation could have ever occurred at Langley AirForceBase Sept 25, 2011. Details 
are going to Associated Press and the USA Military for them to hold USA government respon-
sible for NOT protecting KEITH's life with Federal Witness Protection Program.  Notice NO 
Date or Signatures on the original ARREST warrants signed in Cherokee County GA on Sept 
26, 2011 right when Keith called OSI Capt Christopher Weber at 757-764-5087 x5091 as USA 
Military will be investigating FBI and AG if they REFUSE to protect Kei-
ths life. HostageForProfit.com WhereIsRobertRose.com as Keith is #1 ANTI-TERRORIST 
expert in world.  Search Internet for BuiltByKeith to help KEITH change the world one Rela-
tionSHIP at a time. For the CRIMINALS are REAL and live by manipulating our own DATA 
and behavior to steal our assets. The SolutionFinal.com has always been to LOVE and CARE 
for EACH OTHER to remove Profit, Motive, and Opportunity to take advantage of anyone. It 
has always been this simple.
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   Contact Keith Duncan, DEMAND USGOV take down WhereIsRobertRose.com and each 
criminal lawyer, Judge, Prosecutor, District Attorneys and even Federal Employees who all 
KNEW Keith was Kidnapped 4 times and NOT-ONE SINGLE person has every represented 
KEITH's legal rights to JUST recover any of his STOLEN $1.2 Million USD assets, including 
HIS OWN pre-PAID lawyers shown on FOllowKeith.com   
 

### New Market Completed. 
 ### is recreated repeat of the New Market system that eliminates all stock markets, banks, 
almost all brokers, price fixing, and crime enterprises all at one time. SolutionPEACE COM = 
Kbitcoins profitsharehodlers finalstockmarket is the ONLy answer methodology.
   Even Warren Buffet will be OVERJOYED to see these solutions and dispatch his NetJet Pi-
lot Michael (atlanta GA cityClubBuckhead) To escort me back to USA. 
  This delivered in person and by direct email to john.Yates@MMMlaw.com (rain maker or ??) 
4444 Peachtree Rd @ Buckhead club 26Flr of Atlanta GA back in summer 2011. He demand-
ed $10,000 USD before he would have a simple sit down f2Face worth trillions of $$$ to our 
world of forsaken uneducated blinded people. Many are fools, fewer are those who see the 
economic power of simplistic engineered economic modeled solutions that return our world to 
all small business class fair free trade barter exchange marketplaces worldwide. As all nations 
have most components of self producing all required services and products for local con-
sumption. This eliminates need for trillions of $$ spent on fossil fuel for shipping, taxes, tariffs, 
regulations, customs, and other crime enterprises. For everyone in the supply demand chain 
line from producer to consumers is taking your profits one pie piece at a time. Leaving the 
producers with slimmest profit markets and consumers with highest inflated end user prices.
   All of these are compressed and refined to near perfection. Our people will see and respond 
by transitioning all markets to free trade and travel worldwide.
  The basis is to FLIP the Downstream Pyramid profit capitalist schemes to Right side up flat 
on top and pinnacle on bottom when all leaders at corporate and government levels are highly 
paid consultant advisors who NEVER decide how to spend our profits and shareholder now 
100% stabilized intrinsic value.  This should have occurred after WW2 and even earlier. Spot 
light identified people have already been shown to be the worst culprits of our economy. By 
simply asking a few questions, our world can determine who is HONEST or LIAR-evil.  Part of 
SolutionRedDot.com client3635.wix.com/CCWGuard broadcast and final SolutionJudge.COM 
reveals all.

The basis is who owns the common shares of stock (includes all employees) and 
eVotes on all major expenses and direction of their own company. 
    The founding partners and board of Directors (optional Board of Trustees) register their 
company with the proper regulatory authorities including registration of common stock mod-
eled after Trillionaire valued stock CreatorKeith.com INC Reno Nevada Dec 23, 2014. 75,000 
shares offered to qualified vetted investors and other angel philantrophists this entire time.
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   When new employees (partners) are hired, it is the responsibility of the original stock hold-
ers to split their stock and grant to their own downline as they are now 100% responsible for 
the productivity of their chosen people. No more human resources or firing of employees 
needed since this is the prime automated checks and balances systems our world MUST use 
with no delay.  Once any corporation goes Public (IPO), the economic plans remain in place 
as the new stockholders now have full eVOTE rights to control the company expenses and 
subsequent profits that flow once they sell off their stock or take dividend profits. They can roll 
their profits back into purchasing new stock or contributing their expertise in barter exchange 
to increase profits of all. 
    ALL BENEFIT in our mutual Creators original purpose of free trade, trust, eCommerce, 
travel, education as WE the people now own all infrastructure. Once our world migrates to 
places of greatest opportunities and need, no more national barriers of Berlin Wall, Mex-USA 
wall, or any other free trade barriers can be used to profit the Criminal Ruling Elite as all king-
doms FALL with no need for any governments, Congress, mega corporations and ZERO un-
derground crime enterprises once each crook is ordered to surrender or be manhunted down 
by SolutionMilitary, ChristDomain, SolutionJudge or even common people who see WHO has 
the crime assets. Even CRIMINALS will find OTHERS and eliminate each other similar to 
‘ESCAPE from NYC’ movie decades ago. EJKs were legalized decades ago Matrix movie too.
  The largest mega-corporations are now BOYCOTTED for their refusals by their executives 
to USE these most simple profound answers to create full intrinsic value of all assets. This is 
the ultimate economic power welded by our people of most competent merit demeanors. 
  To think that criminals used the single word ‘inCompetent’ and ‘criminally insane” to order the 
4 kidnappings of 900 days to present, and NOT a single Bible based DAMN soul has lifted 
any finger to DEMAND justice be served. therefore, we have already identified each person 
with IID FOIA.ONE.
  We continue to broadcast the absolute truth of BOTH GOD’s words of 11 commandments 
and the reality of your OLD age criminal society known collectively as New World Order and 
Illuminate.  For 100% true, the antiChrists like ROSE are bent on depopulating our world so 
only a few survivors will be used as slaves to service their needs including being human sacri-
fices of meat once our world no longer can support agriculture once a single nuclear bomb 
non-satire ‘Being There’, twilight zone ‘The talent of small war’, ‘Dr Strange Love’, and other 
universal stabilizers have shown WHO are HONEST and WHO must be forced into PRISON 
for their refusals to surrender all their assets, confess their crime=sins, and become active 
productive citizens of our new world age society. Eye for an Eye is also the key for all crimi-
nals must be forced to make restitution. My claim to world fame is I work for GOD himself as 
my part time beneficiary and have fully claimed 1% of all crime assets to build your new world 
society UNIocracy ORG. 
    ####. Sept 5, 2019 back at riway.com Manila with Alona Diaz on Purtier Generation 6 sup-
plement that is truly miraculous in pure nature like my original Mirapex (very long cast story) 
of HOW USA gov almost DRUGGED me to death +3 separate times to PREVENT any evi-
dence from being presented to imprison thousands, millions of criminals. SolutionDrugs dis-
closed.
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Back in RIWay.com seminar 5 e-Com Center MOA Manila. 144 persons present. I do not 

even bother voice recording today since that is another singular method to record business 
transactions with video part of the Universal Stabilizer system I copyright trademarked 10 
years ago. Now we have a dew systemic simple system to stabilize our entire world so we 
can finally be sovereign foreign exchange ambassadors to speed travel faster than light the 
rest of God’s universe.  Helen Ching age 58 had osteoArthritis. Total hysterectomy at age 36. 
NEXT: Sheryl Nakpil, 40 hypertension, gout, heart problem. Next: Lou Jambaro, 50Yold, Ade-
nomyosis, Endrometritis Polyps, Ovarian Cyst, Palpitations (heart). Next: Lo Mann Shiuan. 
Team Elite Pavo. From Malaysia ‘Shabat of Boneuo?” Mechanical Engineer profession for just 
1 year only. 

   As I remain ONLY person here and abroad who records, stores, and forwards everything of 
benefit merit to mankind.  Everything in GOD’s world is connected by the breath of the Holy 
Spirit and owned by our GodFathers who have many names + true purpose since dawn of 
man. Muslims continue to grow + 33% percentage because of the Turks and others who have 
standardized their original Islam theology. Others with focus on Christians have splintered into 
many denominations and brain washed cults because of their false doctrines that benefit only 
their top leaders. Same as Politics and corporate enterprises as the smartest ones see how to 
dominant and control others. Throughout course of all history, few have left behind heritage 
legacy systems that eliminate all corruption crime vice and sin by pure economic common 
sense self-regulated checks and balances that instill true supply and demand auto-leveling 
systems that empower all to be free world barter traders and travelers. 

What has become of Keith to date? Can’t see any true reason to remain on Earth ex-
cept for a very few apostle disciples followers(followKeith) and biz partners who see the reali-
ty of WHY I AM HERE...  Since everyone passes judgement on others, we have now legal-
ized this vice long ago with eVOTE.one as long as each person identifies themselves and of-
fers a Better= Best Solution set using SolutionPeace 5Steps that is part of our original cre-
ation of self-righteousness to fearlessly protect all rights of each other. 

If I COULD have collaborated with World leaders decades ago, we WOULD have decades 
ago. Near impossible without our people COMMANDING our leaders take ACTION by exam-
ple.  We can NEVER BROADCAST Fast enough to show to world HOW to UNIFY. TAKE AC-
TION is the ONLY requirement.  Simply CALL US to see your reality of HOW to make Global 
Peace = SolutionPeaceCOM

Here is the true key to world reformation of all Digital Society of ONE International ID that dri-
ves all transactions of no currency and no FRAUD or crime as everyone including children 
carry eDevices and most use BT Keyboard and webcams to ensure our people are protected 
from any crime network. The integrity rating system is the original normalized Referential In-
tegrity of databases I=we created and perfected back in 1976 era as we collectively built mi-
cro logic controllers of our own design and program coded them in assembler to be multi-
tasking, interrupt driven, multi user, mega function databases of AI singularity. This was our 
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original purpose in life to create all digital society free of all crime. Easy once our world uses 
the linked URL’s as our purpose for being here is now completed....  Who will actually USE 
our profoundly simplistic method technology? Entire world. Our entire economy becomes in-
stantly eDevice searchable for Wisdom and Knowledge that withstands the crime perpetuated 
throughout all ages.  Enough stated...

Our entire system currently is designed by ‘ALIEN CRIMINALS’ who want to drive us insane 
so we will NEVER UNIFY our world under our forsaken Creator. For everyone is FORSAKEN, 
clear and simple.  Sept 6, 2019 and WHY I have been asking to go BACK to HEAVEN so my 
crusaders can finally explore the rest of our universe WITHOUT humans...
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